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1. OCCAM: THE LANGUAGE AND ITS TRANSPUTER 
I.I. The transputer 
Occam is the language introduced by INMOS to run on their transputer, a VLSI-circuit with a 10 
MIPS processor, 4 kbytes 50 nsec static RAM and four links to other transputers. A collection of 
transputers can be combined to form a network of processes that each can consist of several parallel 
running processes. 
According to the manufacturer, due to the communication-links and the inherent capacity at com-
munication of the transputer, the device solves the problem of interprocessor communication 
bandwidth and the software overhead necessary to organise processing and communication that arises 
for instance in bus-oriented processing. 
Occam resembles the instruction-set of the transputer, that is developed according to the RISC-
principle (reduced instruction set), as to allow efficient compilation. 
If it were not for its close link to the transputer Occam as a language (lacking recursion and complex 
data-types) would not be that interesting. 
However its uniform treatment of input and output via communication-channels, the possibility to 
allocate processes to distinct transputers and the availability of a real-time statement like WAIT a 
certain amount of time make it a likely candidate as an implementation-language for VLSI-
applications. 
I .2. Processes, communication and synchronisation 
Occam's direct (theoretical) ancestor is CSP (Ho). A difference with CSP however is that processes in 
Occam do not communicate by addressing another program by its name but by sending (or receiving) 
a value through a channel directly addressed by the channel-name. 
Communication between transputers is by point to point connections. When allocating a process to a 
transputer the inter-transputer links are assigned to channels and communication takes place via the 
symbolic channel-names. 
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fig. 1.1. Possible networks of transputers. 
Communication between transputers is both rigorous and synchronous, that is: "Communication 
proceeds when both the sender is ready to send and the receiver is ready to receive. Whichever process 
tries to send or receive first and finds the other not ready waits until the other is ready. The synchronisa-
tion continues with each byte transferred being handshaken". (De) 
As concerns the relation between the transputer and Occam processes, each transputer implements a 
process which itself may consist of many processes. (fig 1.2) 
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Processes cooperate by communicating with each other, either within or between transputers. 
Although logically there is no difference between an Occam-process and a transputer-process in their 
communication behavior there is a difference that is reflected in their parallel composition. Distinct 
transputer processes run truly concurrently, while Occam processes within one transputer run parallel 
by time-sharing. To adequately capture the real-time behavior of (possibly transputer allocated) 
Occam-processes it seems necessary to develop a model that reflects this difference. 
Process communication and scheduling are interrelated because communication between processes 
is synchronised. If one process want to communicate with another which is not ready then the first is 
de-scheduled. For a transputer process this means that the transputer remains idle until a matching 
communication intention is issued by another transputer. Within a transputer process-scheduling 
takes place via a process-queue of active processes that contains the respective workspace and instruc-
tion pointers. 
Communication between processes involves channels. On encountering an input instruction ( c ?x ) 
the channel is tested to see if another process is ready, a word is transferred and the output process 
(which would have been descheduled and waiting) put on the active process-queue. If a process is not 
ready then the inputting process is descheduled and the next process on the process-queue is run. 
Output instructions ( c !e) are treated similarly. 
For processes in seperate transputers exactly the same instructions are used. A process wanting input 
or output is always descheduled until the data has been transmitted via the hardware channel. After 
that it is put back onto the process-queue. 
In the terminology of (BKT) Occam is a language that supports asynchronous cooperation and syn-
chronous communication in that it allows processes to run independently as long as no communica-
tion takes place. 
1.3. An informal description of the language 
Occam is a simple imperative language. 
It contains three distinct classes of commands: 
- Elementary instructions like assignment, input, output, skip and wait. These instructions give rise to 
primitive processes. 
- Constructors to effect respectively sequential processes, parallel processes, alternative processes, 
repetitive processes and replicated processes. 
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- Configuration instructions that affect the distribution of processes over transputers and within a 
transputer possibly the priority of components of a parallel or alternative construct. 
An informal description, following the INMOS Occam user-manual (In), of the syntax and semantics 
of the language is given below. A summary of the syntax is given in fig 1.3. 
1.3.1. Primitive processes 
(I) Assignment: x : = e 
An assignment-process transfers the value of its expression e to the named variable x. 
(2) Input: c?x, c?ANY, c[i]?x, c[i]?ANY 
An input process transfers a value from a channel to a variable. Each input is seperately syn-
chronised with an output process being executed in parallel. If ANY is used instead of a variable 
then the input value is discarded. This provides a mechanism for receiving synchronisation sig-
nals. Only one of the components of a parallel construct may contain input processes for any 
given channel. An array of channels can be used, indexed by an integer expression. 
Output: c!e, c!ANY, c[i]!e, c[i]!ANY 
Similar to input. Also, only one of the components of a parallel construct may contain output 
processes for any given channel. 
(3) Wait: WAIT e 
A wait is used to delay execution until a period of time has passed. In Occam the wait instruc-
tion is more complex than presented here, involving a clock comparison operator AFTER and 
the expression NOW that delivers the value of the local clock. Occam does not support a global 
sense of time, not even within one transputer, so that for instance no relationship may be 
assumed between the values produced by NOW in different components of a parallel construct. 
For a treatment of the semantics of the wait instruction it will be assumed that WAIT e delays 
execution for :_ 0 units of time where :_ 0 is the integer value of e. 
( 4) Skip: SKIP 
Skip terminates with no effect. 
Remark: Input and wait processes may be uses as guards in alternative processes. In giving the 
semantics however also output-processes are allowed as guards. Cf. (Ber) 
1.3.2. Constructs 
(5) Sequential processes: SEQ(SI>S2 , ••• ,Sn) 
A sequential process executes its component processes Si.S2 , •.• ,Sn one after another. 
(6) Parallel Processes: PAR(S1,S2, ... ,Sn) 
A parallel process causes its component processes to be executed together. Two component 
processes of the parallel construct may communicate by sending values using a channel. No 
other component processes of the parallel construct may use the same channel. Variables are not 
to be used for communication between the component processes of a parallel construct. How-
ever a variable may be used in two or more component processes provided that no component 
process changes its value by input or assignment. 
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(7) Alternative processes: ALT(g1 Si.g2 S2, ... ,gn Sn) 
An alternative process is used to accept the first message available from a number of channels. 
An alternative process waits until at least one guarded process of the form b, b C or b WAIT e 
becomes ready where b is a boolean expression, C an input or output process and e an integer 
expression. 
A guard is called enabled if its boolean expression evaluates to true. A guard is called ready if it 
is enabled and either the input or the output process is ready (that is a matching output or input 
process is waiting to communicate through the channel) or the time forced by a wait instruction 
has elapsed. 
If a guarded process containing an input (or output) guard is selected the input (or output) is 
performed and then the component process is executed. 
If a guarded process is itself an alternative construct then it is ready if one or more of the com-
ponent guarded processes of the alternative is ready. 
Occam also allows guards containing multiple inputs. Such a guard is ready if an output process 
using the same channel as the input is waiting. There is however no way to tell how many out-
puts the waiting process can provide, so the remaining inputs might as well be placed in front of 
the component process. 
An alternative process fails if it contains no guarded processes (n =O), which is a consequence of 
the fact that execution is delayed until a guard becomes ready. 
(8) Conditional processes: IF(b 1 S 1>b2 S 2, •.• ,bn Sn) 
A conditional process executes the first component process S; for which the boolean expression b; 
evaluates to true. 
Note that this implies sequential execution unlike the ALT-construct that requires parallel check-
ing of the guards. If nob;, l:o;;;;;;i:o;;;;;;n, evaluates to true or the conditional process is empty (n =O) 
then execution proceeds with the next instruction. 
(9) Repetitive processes: WHILE b S 
A repetitive process executes the component process S each time the expression evaluates to true. 
(10) Replicated processes: 
SEQ i =[e1 FOR e2] (S1>S2, ... ,Sn) 
PAR i =[e1 FOR e2] (S1>S2, ... ,Sn) 
ALT i =[e1 FOR e2] (g1 SJ, ... ,gn Sn) 
IF i =[e1 FOR e2] (b1 Sj, ... ,bn Sn) 
A replicator i =[e 1 FOR e2] is used with a constructor to replicate the component processes a 
number of times, substituting succesive integer values for the replicator index i, starting at e 10 • 
The substituted value for the replicator index in the last component will be (e 10 +e20)- l . 
The replicator-index can be used in expressions. If the replicator-count e2 evaluates to zero or 
less then an empty construct is generated. This has the effect of termination for sequential, 
parallel or conditional processes and of never being ready for alternative processes. 
(11) Named processes and substitution: PROC id(xi.x2, ... ,xn)=S 
A name can be given to the text of a process S. The text of S will be substituted for all 
occurrences of the name in the subsequent process. Channel names c1'c2 , ••• ,cn given as actual 
parameters will replace the formal parameters x1'x 2 , ••• ,xn when textual substitution takes place. 
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1.3.3. Configuration 
Configuration associates the components of an Occam program with a set of physical resources. 
Configuration is used to meet speed and response requirements by distributing processes over seperate 
interconnected transputers and by prioritising processes on single transputers. On any individual 
transputer a parallel construct may be configured to prioritise its components and an alternative con-
struct may be configured to prioritise its inputs. In the Occam manual it is remarked that the alloca-
tion of resources to the concurrent processes in a program does not affect the logical behavior of the 
program. 
(12)Prioritised alternative processes: PRI ALT(g1 Si. ... ,gn Sn) 
If more than one guarded process is ready when a prioritised alternative process is executed the 
first one in textual sequence is executed. 
(13)Prioritised parallel processes: PRI PAR(Si. ... ,Sn) 
A prioritised parallel construct gives each component process a different priority. The first com-
ponent has the highest priority and the last component the lowest priority. The progress of a 
higher priority process is not affected by any lower priority process except by communication on 
connecting channels. 
(14)Multi-processor execution: PLACED PAR(Si. ... ,Sn) 
A parallel construct which is configured for a network of transputers is called a system. In practice 
allocations have to be used to give physical resources to processes and channels, so that the full 
instruction would read: 
PLACED PAR(alloc1 Si. ... ,allocn Sn) 
where alloc; is to name a processor-number and an allocation of port-numbers (0-3) to channel-
names. 
A physical connection between two processors connects a port on one processor to a port on the 
other processor. 
S:·= x:=e 
c?x I c?ANY I c[i]?x I c[i]?ANY 
c!e I c!ANY I c[i] le I c[i] !ANY 
WA/Te 
SKIP 
SEQ(Si.S2, ... ,Sn) 
PAR(S1,S2, ... ,Sn) 
ALT(g1 S 1, ... ,gn Sn) 
IF(b1 Si. ... ,bn Sn) 
WHILEbS 
SEQ i =[e1 FOR e1] (S 1>···,Sn) 
PAR i =[e1 FOR e1] (S1>···,Sn) 
ALT i =[e1 FOR e1] (g1 SJ> ... ,gn Sn) 
IF i =[e1 FOR e1] (b1 SI>···,bn Sn) 
I PROC id(X1>X2, ... ,Xn)=S 
I id(c1>C2, ... ,cn) 
I PRJ ALT(g1 S l>···•gn Sn) 
I PRJ PAR(SJ> ... ,Sn) 
I PLACED PAR(alloc1 sl>····allocn Sn) 
Fig. 1.3. Syntax of Occam (summary) 
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S denotes a process, x an integer variable, e an integer expression, b a boolean expression, c a 
channel-name, id a procedure-name and g a guard of the form b, b C with C an input or output 
instruction, orb WAIT e. 
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2. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS 
2.1. Introduction: observability and time 
The purpose of specifying an operational semantics can be two-fold. It can serve: 
- an analysis of the behavior of a program, or 
- as a specification of what can be observed when the program is executed. 
In general these points of view do not coincide. (Cf. Mi2) 
Observable behavior can be taken to consist of (Ge): 
( 1) the final state 
(2) the communication-actions on the unshielded channels 
(3) the timing of actions 
To specify a semantics purely on the level of observable behavior has the disadvantage though that an 
analysis of how conflicts with respect to the choice of actions and communications (fairness) are 
resolved on the behavioral level can not be analysed. 
· Several authors (Mi,Zij) therefore use a two-step approach in which observability is defined by way of 
abstracting from the behavioral capabilities of a program. (Cf. BR) 
In (Zij) an analysis of real-time justice is given by specifying a priority of communication-actions over 
local actions (involving only one component of a parallel composition) and a priority of local actions 
over idling while waiting for a communication. The latter priority amounts to a maximality require-
ment in the sense of (SM). With the help of a Justice-operator a selection among the possible actions 
is made in such a way that transitions that violate the priority requirements are excluded. What is 
observed is Just. 
As concerns communication, some authors (Mi,Zij) let successful communications disappear as a 
unit-action, others register communications by records of communication (roe's). (Cf. AP,FLP) 
With respect to the timing of actions there is even less agreement. 
Proposals encountered are: 
- sequences of bags of communication intentions and records, with the length of the sequence denot-
ing the time passed (KSRGA) 
- attributing actions with a duration (in time-units), and possibly the capability to idle, that is to con-
sume time without acting (Mi2) 
- as the latter, but in non-discrete time. (Ca) 
An interesting algebraic approach can be found in (Fi). 
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The stand taken here with respect to these issues is: 
- only observable actions take time, non-observable actions are considered necessary to adequately 
describe the behavior of the program, 
- everything that takes time is observable, that is in principle nothing is unshielded, every channel can 
be tapped, local actions might be monitored, even idling is considered to be visible as an empty 
(but time-consuming) action. 
A first classification of elementary actions is: 
a local assignment 
8 idling while waiting for communication 
,,. synchronisation assignment (communication) 
t: empty moves (waiting, skip, test and control) 
Actually a more refined classification of action-labels is u~ed in which 8 and ,,. are indexed by a 
channel-name, 8c as an input-intention is distinguished from 8c, a corresponding output-intention, and 
t:o is distinguished from f.J to reflect the distinction between control which (by assumption) takes no 
time and waiting on purpose or testing. 
The purpose of constructs is nothing more than to compose elementary actions in some way. Recall 
from the previous section that the basic constructors were SEQ, PAR, ALT and IF for respectively 
sequential, parallel, alternative and conditional composition. For convenience the more usual nota-
tions S 1;S2, S 1 llS2, g 1 S1 +g2 S2 and b~Si.S2 are sometimes (informally) used. 
The operational semantics is given by means of a transition-system T =(A, r,~) with A ranging over 
elementary action-labels, f~PX~ where a E ~is the state-function that delivers a value v from the 
value-domain V for a variable-identifier x such that a(x) = v and P is the set of syntactically correct 
Occam-programs. The transition-relation is a relation ~ ~ f XA X N X f in which the third com-
ponents stands for the domain of time-values. A possible transition in the system is for instance 
<S, a> ~T <S',a'> indicating that an assignment a changes the configuration <S, a> in unit 
time into the configuration <S',a'>. For this to occur S must be of the form x: =e ;S" with e an 
expression and S" possibly empty. For a further explanation of transition-systems see 
(BMOZl,2,Plo). 
Basically there are two ways to treat the delay forced by waiting for communication: 
(1) Allow the process that indicates an intention to communicate to be busilly idling. In (Mil,2) a 
special delay-operator 8 is introduced that satisfies (abbreviating configurations to their 
corresponding statements) 
h'·h 
8S ~1 8S and (S ~7 S' ~ 8S ~ S' 
t+t' 
Here h and h' are the histories of actions, (h' a sequence of t' E's and h the history belonging to 
s~s'. 
Informally it is stated (Ml) that the meaning of a statement which is allowed to idle can be given 
by 
8S = fixX(S + SKIP ;X) 
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This approach would amount to letting a process wait for a communication to keep in pace with 
other processes by actively idling. 
(2) Another approach suggested by (La) is to give each process a clock which it increments with each 
action. While waiting for a communication the process does nothing so its clock is not incre-
mented. When communication takes place the respective processes inform each other about their 
clocks and set its value to the maximum plus the time the actual communication takes. 
It is evident that while the first approach assumes (apart from knowledge of existing communication-
intentions) a global sense of time for each process, in the second approach only a local sense of time 
and a desire to synchronise is assumed. 
The first approach is adopted in giving a synchronous version of (the transition-system for) the opera-
tional semantics. 
The second approach will be used to specify an extension of the transition-system that includes 
process-numbering and timing of actions, and later to specify the denotational semantics. 
·As a remark, the latter approach is more in line with the partial order semantics (Re) and event-
structure semantics (Wil) to which (an extension of) the denotational semantics will eventually be 
related. 
2.2. A transition-system 
DEFINITION: ( transition-system ) 
The transition-system T=(A,f,~) with 
~ EA ~· { a,fo,£1 } U { 8c.8c,Tc: c a channel-name} 
y E r ~ P X ~ , the set of configurations 
where P is the set of valid Occam-programs, and 
~ = Var ~ V the set of state functions 
and 
~ ~ fXAXNXf 
specifies a relation r~h' between configurations as defined by the rules and axioms given below. 
For arbitrary expressions e the valuation [e](a) in state aE~ will be denoted by ea with subscript a 
possibly omitted. The same goes for boolean expressions b. -
A ~-variant. is defined by 
{
v ifx=y 
a[ x : = v ](y) = a(y) otherwise 
To simplify the format of the axioms and the rules an arbitrary statement E (which is not part of 
Occam) is used. 
Unlike as in (BMOZl,2) the statement Eis not defined away by equations but rules are included to 
remove it. In the following h stands for an arbitrary (non-nil) sequence over A, and t E 1\1 stands for 
an arbitrary time-value. 
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In giving the rules for parallel and alternative composition and their interaction in selection by com-
munication the following selection-functions on statements S are used. 
first(S) delivers the set of possible first actions of S that are subject to label the next transition 
rest(S) gives the remaining part of S, that is S with the elementary actions chosen by first(S) 
deleted. 
More precisely the multivalued function <first,rest > can be defined by 
<first,rest>(A) = {(A,E)} for A E { x:=e, b, c?x, c!e, WAIT e, SKIP} 
where b is a boolean test that might appear in front of a guard, and 
(A,S) E <first,rest >(SEQ(SJ, ... ,Sn)) 
if (A,S') E <first,rest '>(S 1) & S = SEQ(S', ... ,Sn) 
(A,S) E <first,rest>(PAR(S1, ... ,Sn)) 
if (A,S;') E <first,rest >(S;) & S = PAR( ... ,S;', ... ) 
(A,S) E <first,rest >(ALT(g1 Sl>···,gn Sn)) 
if (A,g;' S;) E <first,rest >(g; S;) & S = ALT( ... ,g;' S;, ... ) 
For all other statement forms: <first,rest >(S) = 0. 
Informally first(S)=A and rest(S)=S' will be used meaning (A,S') E <first, rest >(S). 
A more direct treatment of the alternative construct would give 
(A,S) E <first,rest >(ALT(g1 S 1, ... ,gn Sn)) 
(i) if g 1 = b then (A,S) = (b,S;) 
(ii) if g; = b; C; for C; a communication or wait-instruction then (A,S) = (b;,ALT( ... ,C; S;, ... )) 
(iii) if g; = c?x or c !e then (A,S) = (g;,S;) 
(iv) if g; = WAIT e then (A,S) = (WAIT e,S;) 
Given an axiom of the form <ALT( ... ,E S, ... ),o> ~& <S,o> these cases give the same result as 
the more general formulation above. In the actual transition-system only (iii) will be used. 
Note that the function <first, rest> is purely syntactic. 
The semantics to be specified should respect the following identities: 
SEQ(S) = PAR(S) = S 
SEQ( ... ,SEQ(S1, ... ,Sn), ... ) = SEQ( ... ,S1, ... ,Sn,···) 
PAR( ... ,PAR(SJ,···,Sn), ... ) = PAR( ... ,SJ, ... ,Sm···) 
ALT( ... ,ALT(g1 S1, ... ,gn Sn), ... )= ALT( ... ,g1 Sl>···•gn Sn, ... ) 
IF( ... ,IF(b1 SJ,···,bn Sn), ... ) = IF( ... ,b1 SJ, ... ,bn Sn•···) 
and for PAR and ALT moreover: 
PAR(S1>···,Sn) = PAR(So1>····Son) 
ALT(g1 Sl>···•gn Sn)= ALT(go1 So1>··-,go1Son) 
for an arbitrary permutation(} over {l, ... ,n}. 
The version of the transition-system to follow is merely meant to be preparatory to the extensions 
that handle timing (and process-numbering). 
Timing of actions is included but can not be sensibly dealt with until a choice is made how to 
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combine the timings of components in a parallel composition. 
2.2.J . . Transition-rules for Occam 
(1) Assignment: 
<x:=e,o> ~T <E,o[x:=e.,]> 
Assignment takes unit time and leaves an empty process E. The state is modified by setting the 
value for x to the value of e in state o. 
(2) Communication: 
< ? > ll, < ? c.x,o ~ 1 c.x,o> 
< I > ll, I c.e,o ~1 <c.e,o> 
If an intention to communicate is expressed the process expressing it is allowed to idle until a 
matching communication-intention is available. These axioms are however not to be used unless 
no other axiom or' rule applies. 
(3) Wait: 
<WAIT O,o> ~& <E,o> 
<WAIT e,o> ~1 <WAIT e.,-1,o> 
A wait instruction forces the process that is appended to it to idle for :_., units of time. 
(4) Skip: 
<SKIP,o> ~1 <E,o> 
A skip doesn't affect anything, takes nevertheless one unit of time. 
(5) Sequential composition: 
<SEQ(E),o> ~& <E,o> 
<SEQ(E,S2, ... ,Sn),o> ~& <SEQ(S2, ... ,Sn),o> 
<S,o> ~~ <S',o'> 
<SEQ(S, ... ,Sn),o> ~~ <SEQ(S', ... ,Sn),o'> 
The removal of empty processes in a sequential composition is evidently sequential. 
The last rule says that whenever the first component of a sequential composition makes any pro-
gression then so does the sequential process itself. Moreover the conclusion respects history and 
time. 
(6) Parallel composition: 
This case is more intricate because of the fact that communication between components of the 
parallel construct may take place. The situation that an actual communication (possibly 
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involving some substatements of the components of the parallel construct) occurs can be 
expressed by the rule: 
first(Si) = c?x, first(Sj) = c'!e, c = c', i =/= j 
<PAR( ... ,Si,. .. ,Sj,. .. ),a> ~T <PAR( ... ,rest(Si), ... ,rest(Sj), ... ),a[x: =_:0 ]> 
and a similar rule for first(Sj)=c?x & first(Si)=c'!e, where <first,rest >(S) gives the first 
atomic instruction and the remainder of the statement S as explained. The condition c =c' is 
included to allow the matching of indexed channels. 
In case there is no communication execution of a parallel construct progresses as the execution of 
one of its components progresses, which is covered by the rule; 
<Si,a> ~7 <S/,a'> 
PAR( ... ,Si,. .. ),a> ~7 <PAR( ... ,S/, ... ),a'> 
A parallel construct terminates if all of its components are empty. 
<PAR(E, ... ,E),a> ~o <E,a> 
Note that it makes not much sense to speak about the time a parallel construct takes unless 
either a record is kept of the time each component consumes over which the maximum can be 
taken as a lower bound or to add the times of all steps and take the worst case as an upper-
bound. 
However since in this transition-system a communication-intention may idle indefinitely long this 
upperbound seems to be trivially infinite. To resolve this situation the transition-system should 
state some priority of actual communications over idling because of a communication-intention. 
To include the priority of local transitions over idling would lead to maximality or real-time jus-
tice as explained in (Zij). 
(7) Alternative composition: 
The treatment of alternative composition is complicated by the fact that an ALT-construct may 
contain guarded processes without a communication or wait-guard but only a boolean expression 
as a guard. 
The most general solution is to redefine the ALT-construct as to allow guards of the form 
E, b, c?x, c!e, WAIT e, b c?x, b c!e, b WAIT e, respectively an empty, boolean, communica-
tion and wait-guard, and a combination of the last three with a boolean. 
Let trivial (g) be the predicate that indicates that g consists only of a boolean expression, 
enabled (g, <J) the predicate that indicates whether the boolean part of a guard is true or false with 
enabled(g,<J) undefined if g does not contain a boolean part, then 
<ALT( ... ,g S, ... ),<J> ~' <S,a> if trivial(g) & enabled(g,<J) 
For f:i, I:s;;;; :s;;;n, not trivial let g; denote the guard g; with the boolean part removed, i.e. 
b WAIT e =WAIT e and WAIT e =WAIT e. 
Then to put the communication or wait-part of the guard in front apply 
<ALT( ... ,g S, ... ),<J> ~' <ALT( ... ,g S, ... ),<J> if enabled(g,a). 
Application of this axiom leaves guards of the form c ?x, c !e or WAIT e. 
For a wait-guard the rules are 
<ALT( ... , WAIT o, ... ),a> ~o <S,a> 
<ALT( ... , WAIT e, ... ),a> ~' <ALT( ... , WAIT e0 -l S, ... ,<J> 
To cope with an input or output-guard, due to the definition of <first,rest > case ALT(iii), the 
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rules for parallel composition suffice. 
Note that in order to pick out branches with trivial guards first a priority of the first axiom over 
the others is assumed. 
A more general formulation of the above is given by 
<ALT( ... ,E S, ... ),o> ~& <S,o> 
<g, o> ~~ <g',o> 
<ALT( ... ,g S, ... ),o> ~~ <ALT( ... ,g' S, ... ),o> 
with the understanding that the first axiom has priority over the others, Composed guards are 
taken to be the sequential composition of their components, and the rule is only to be applied on 
non-trivial guards if the construct contains no trivial guards. 
(8) Conditional composition: 
<IF(E),o> ~& <E, o> 
<IF(E,b2 S2, ... ,bn Sn),o> ~&<IF(b2 S2, ... ,bn Sn),o> 
<IF(b1 Sl>···•bn Sn),o> ~1 <S1>0> if b0 = tt 
<IF(b1 Sl>···,bn Sn),o> ~1 <IF(E, ... ,bn Sn),o> if b0 =ff 
As already informally described the treatment of the conditional construct amounts to sequen-
tially testing the truth of the conditions. 
Note that a rule of the form 
<S,o> ~~ <S',o'> , b0 = tt 
<IF(b S, ... ),o> ~~ <IF(b S', ... ),o'> 
is not valid in general since b might acquire a different value during the execution of S in o that 
leads to <S',o'>. 
(9)Repetitive composition: 
<WHILE b S,o> ~1 <E,o> if b0 =ff 
<WHILE b S,o> ~1 <SEQ(S, WHILE b S),o> if b0 = tt 
These are the usual rules for iteration. 
(IO)Composition by :replication: 
Note that the use of a replicator amounts to a purely syntactic operation on the to be replicated 
processes. 
Thus when S [v / x] denotes syntactic substitution of the value v for the (replicator) variable x then 
the effect of the use of a replicator can be expressed in the collection of axioms: 
<OP i =[e1 FOR e2](X),o> ~& <OP(X[e1 0 / i], ... ,X[e1 0 +e20 -1 / i]),o> 
~here OP E {SEQ, PAR, ALT, IF}, X_ Sl>···,Sn in the case of SEQ and PAR, 
X - g1 Sl>···,gn Sn when OP =ALT, and X - b 1 SJ. ... ,bn Sn when OP =IF. 
Note that the above is equivalent (ignoring £0 -transitions) to 
<OP i =[e lFORe2](X),o> ~~ <OP(OP(X)[e1 /i], ... ,OP(X)[e1 +e2 -1 /i]),o> (J (J (J 
for SEQ, PAR and ALT and for IF if the semantics of IF are changed in such a way that 
IF(IF(b1 Si, ... ,bn Sn),IF(b1' S,', ... ,bm', Sm'))= IF(b1 S,, ... ,bm' Sm') 
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which is a minor change after all that moreover turns out to be convenient in specifying the denota-
tional semantics. 
( 11 )Procedure-invocation 
<S[c; / x;l;=l n,o> ~~ <S',o'> 
p(c1>cz, ... ,cn),o> ~~ <S',o'> 
Here S [ c / x] denotes syntactic substitution of channel-names for channel-variables, which are 
names as well. This rule implies that any transition allowed by a statement that contains the body 
of a procedure with channel-names substituted for the formal parameters is allowed by a statement 
that contains the name of the procedure with the channel-names as actual parameters. 
PRIORITISED COMPOSITION 
Define P RI - <first,rest >(S) for S a PAR or ALT-construct to be the partially ordered collection of 
pairs (A',S'), (A",S") , ... E <first,rest>(S), S' =PR! S', S" =PR! S",... and 
(A',S') < (A",S") 
(i) for (A',S'), (A",S") E <first,rest>PAR(S 1, ... ,Sn)) 
if (A',S;') E <first,rest >(S;) & S' = PAR( ... ,S;', ... ) and 
(A",S/) E <first,rest >(Sj) & S" = PAR( ... ,S/, ... ) and i <j 
(ii) for (A',S'), (A",S") E <first,rest >ALT(g, s,, ... ,gn Sn)) 
if (A',g;' S;) E <first,rest >(g; S;) & S' = ALT( ... ,g/ S;, ... ) and 
(A",g/ Sj) E <first,rest>(Sj) & S" = ALT( ... ,g/ Sj, ... ) and i<j 
and for all other cases (A',S') <I: (A",S") and (A",S") <I: (A',S') 
Now augment the definition of <first,rest > as given earlier by extending it to prioritised statements 
with 
<first,rest >(PR! S) = PR! - <first,rest >(S) 
and by taking the result also for the other statements to be ordered. Notice that the only order intro-
duced is when encountering a prioritised statement, and so in the absence of ordering a minimal ele-
ment can be arbitrarily chosen among the elements. 
Now let first(S)=A and rest(S)=S' informally denote 
(A,S') is minimal in <first,rest >(S). 
(12) Prioritised alternative composition 
Note that also in this construct the alternatives with a trivial guard have priority over alternatives 
with non-trivial guards. The definition of rules similar as for (plain) alternative composition 
modified so that the left-most alternative will be chosen ensure that these cases will be picked out 
first. So assume that all components have non-trivial guards waiting for input. Then since com-
munication involves some other component in parallel composition the communication-rule for 
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parallel composition can be formulated as 
<PAR(S,g;),a> ""'1 <PAR(S',a'> 
<PAR( ... ,S, ... ,PRI ALT( ... ,g; S;, ... ), ... ),a> ""'1 <PAR( ... ,S', ... ,S;, ... ),a'> 
<PAR( ... ,PRI ALT( ... ,g; S;, ... ), ... ,S, ... ),a> ""'1 <PAR( ... ,S;, ... ,S', ... ),a'> 
provided that there is no branch j <i with a matching communication in S or another com-
ponent of the PAR-construct. 
A more general approach is to define a function matching(S1>S2 ) that selects the least matching 
pair of communication intentions as follows 
(i) if both <.first,rest >(S.J) and <first,resl_.?'(S2 ) are unordered then arbitrarily choose a 
matching pair (C,S 1'), (C,S2') with C and C matching communication intentions. 
(ii) if only <first, rest >(S;), i = 1 or 2, is ordered then take the least (C,S/) for which there is a 
matching pair (C,S/) in <.first,rest >(Sj), j=f=i. 
(iii) if both <first, rest >(Si) and <first, rest >(S 2) are ordered then take the lexicographically 
least pair where the lexicographic order on pairs of (A,S)-pairs is defined by 
((Am,Sm),(AmSn)) < ((A;,S;),(Aj,Sj)) if (Am,Sm) < (A;,S;) or 
if (Am,Sm)<I: (A;,S;) & (A;,S;)<I: (Am,Sm) then if (An,Sn) < (Aj,Sj) 
Now the communication rule for parallel composition can be formulated in its most general 
form as 
((c?x,S/),(c !e,S/))=matching(S;,Sj) or ((c !e,S;'),(c?x,S/))=matching(S;,Sj) 
<PAR( ... ,S;, ... ,Sj•···),a> ""'1 <PAR( ... ,S;', ... ,S/, ... ),a[x: =~0]> 
which treats prioritised alternative composition as well. 
(13) Prioritised parallel composition: 
For a treatment of the prioritised parallel construct extend the predicate enabled(S) to be true if 
the first action is an assignment, a test, a wait or a skip instruction. 
Now to get hold of the least action it suffices to compare the least matching pair with the left-
most enabled statement. 
if --,3k<i.enabled(Sk) & --,3(m,n)<(i,j).matching(Sm,Sn) then 
<PAR( ... ,S;, ... ,Sj,. .. ),a> "°'J <PAR( ... ,S/, ... ,S/, ... ),a'> 
<PRI PAR( ... ,S;, ... ,Sj, ... ),a> ""'1 <PRI PAR( ... ,S;', ... ,S/, .... ),a'> 
where matching(Sm,Sn) is true if not empty, 
otherwise 
if --,3k<i.enabled(Sk) & --,3(m,n).m<i & matching(Sm,Sn) then 
<PAR( ... ,S;, ... ),a> "°'7 <PAR( ... ,S/, ... ),a'> 
<PRI PAR( ... ,S;, ... ),a> ""'7 <PRI PAR( ... ,S/, ... ),a'> 
(14) Multi-processor execution: 
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The Occam-manufacturers claim that there is no distinction in the logical behavior of a 
configurated parallel construct and an unconfigurated (multi-programmed) construct. So the rule 
<PAR(S1,. .. ,Sn),a> ~7 <S',a'> 
PLACED PAR(alloc1 Sb ... ,al/ocn Sn),a> ~7 <S',a'> 
should suffice. 
(1) <x:=e,a> ~Y <E,a[x:=e11 ]> 
(2) <c?x,a> ~~· <c?x,a> 
<c!e,a> ~~· <c!e,a> 
(3) <WAIT O,a> ~b <E,a> 
<WAIT e,a> ~1 <WAIT e11 -l,a> 
(4) <SKIP,a> ~1 <E,a> 
(5) <SEQ(E),a> ~b <E,a> 
<SEQ(E,S2, ... ,Sn),a> ~b <SEQ(S2, ... ,Sn),a> 
<S, a> ~7 <S',a'> 
<SEQ(S, ... ,Sn),a> ~7 <SEQ(S', ... ,Sn),a'> 
(6) <PAR(E, ... ,E),a> ~& <E,a> 
<S;,a> ~7 <S;',a'> 
PAR( ... ,S;, ... ),a> ~7 <PAR( ... ,S;', ... ),a'> 
first(S;) = c?x, first(S1) = c'!e, c =c',i =I= j 
<PAR( ... ,S;, ... ,S1, ... ),a> ~T <PAR( ... ,rest(S;),. .. ,rest(S1), ... ),a[x: =e 11 ] > 
(7) <ALT( ... ,E S, ... ),a> ~b <S,a> 
<g,a> ~~ <g',a> 
<ALT( ... ,g S, ... ),a> ~~ <ALT( ... ,g' S, ... ),a> 
(8) <IF(E),a> ~b <E, a> 
<IF(E,b2 S2, ... ,bn Sn),a> ~& <IF(b2 S2, ... ,bn Sn),a> 
<IF(b1 Sb···• bn Sn),a> ~1 <Si.a> if b11 =ff 
<IF(b1 Sb···, bn Sn),a> ~1 <IF(E,. .. ,bn Sn),a> if b11 = tt 
(9) <WHILE b S,a> ~1 <E,a> if b11 =ff 
<WHILE b S, a> ~1 <SEQ(S, WHILE b S),a> if b11 =tt 
(10) <OP i =[e1 FOR e1](X),a> ~b <OP(X[e1 11 / i], ... ,X[e1 11 +e211 -1 / i]),a> 
fig 2.1 Transition-system for Occam 
OP ranges over { SEQ,P AR,ALT,IF} 
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2.3. Computations and event-sequences 
DEFINITION: ( computations ) 
A T-comptation w of a statement S in P from a state o (notation T l--w) can take one of the following 
forms (with <S,o> = <So,oo>): 
( 1 )succesful: 
Tt-<So,CJo > ~f: · · · ~~: <Sm on> with Sn =E (the auxiliary statement) 
(2)blocked: 
Tl--<So,oo> ~~: · · · ~t <Sn,on> with no configuration derivable from <Sn,on> 
(3)infinite: 
T 1 <So a0 > ~~· · · · ~t <S o > ~. · · r- ' !1 tn n' n 
DEFINITION: (event-sequences) 
Let E 0 ~A X N X ~ X P be the set of possible events consisting of an action-label, a time-stamp, a 
state and an Occam-program (fragment) or E, and let IE=E0 • UE0"' UE0 •·{FAIL} be the set of pos-
sibly infinite sequences of events e E E 0 
Define the projections 'TT; ,i =0, .. ,3 such that for a given event e 
'TT0(e)EA 'TTi(e)EN 'TT2(e)E~ 'TT3(e)EP and 'TT;(FAIL)=FAIL, i=0, ... ,3 
and for a sequence of events ~ 'IT;~) delivers the projected sequence. 
DEFINITION: { mapping computations to event-sequences ) 
An Occam-program S in state o gives rise to an event-sequence w (notation Tll-w), with 
(So,oo) = (S,o) 
(1) Tll-<fu,to,<Jo,So>~<~n,tn,<1n,Sn> with Sn =E 
- -
(2) Tll-<~o,to,<Jo,So>~<~n•tn,<1n,Sn>~FAIL 
- -
(3) Tll-<fu,to,CJo,So>~<~n•tmCJmSn>~ · · · 
- -
iff 
there exists a T-computation corresponding to the respective cases such that 
(i) to =O 
(ii) /;+! = t; + l;+1 
LEMMA: The mapping : T - comp~IE is well-defined 
Note that the mapping is only defined for complete computations (finite or infinite). Only in the 
finite (blocked) case is a special failure-event appended. 
There are two cases: 
(i) <S0,o0 > f-+ <£Q,t0 ,oo,S0 > , and 
(ii) (~11+, t+i <Si+1><1;+1 > H> (~<~+1>l;+1>CJ;+1>S;+1 >) 
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Case (i) implies that an empty control-action is prefixed which adds nothing to the computation. For 
case (ii) note that the correct value of t;+ 1 follows from the induction-hypothesis fort;. 
DEFINITION: (restriction, elimination of control-actions)) 
Both on T-computations and IE-sequences a restriction-operator can be defined that eliminates the 
empty moves (events, with exception of the first) from the computation (event-sequence). 
Notation \ £o. 
LEMMA: No infinite computation (event-sequence) becomes finite by EQ-restriction. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the finiteness of the program. 
DEFINITION: ( '2.-sequence, operational semantics (9) 
For a statement S in Occam the '2.-sequence w~ E0(S)(o) iff 3~. T, <S, o> I-~ and w~ =?T2~ \ £o). 
Remarks: 
This definition of the operational semantics although differently phrased coincides with the 
definition in (BKMOZ). This rather long winded version is solely meant to facilitate future proofs. 
Also the more general formulation allows to vary the operational semantics on the basis of what is 
considered observable. 
The system of transition-rules is not yet satisfying with respect to the timing of actions (and states). 
Note that every observable action in whatever process it takes place increments the global clock, 
which is clearly not intended. In the following modifications of the transition-system will be dis-
cussed that treat timing more nicely. 
The set of computations form a synchronisation-tree as described in (Wi2). In this definition the 
operational semantics can be taken to determine the equivalence-classes under weak bisimulation. 
(Cf BR) Such a class gives all interleavings of elementary actions that can be considered equivalent. 
In the system as presented deadlocks lead to an infinite computation, since the 8-actioms are not to 
be applied unless there is no alternative. A meaningful application of the 8-axioms is defined how-
ever for the maximally synchronous version to be presented shortly. The only case in which failure 
can occur is in a totally unabled alternative construct. 
2.4. Partial orders and event-structures 
The operational semantics presented in the previous section is not satisfying with respect to the timing 
of actions and communications. To remedy this defect there are several solutions at hand 
(Bes,Mi,Re,SM,Wi) some of which are briefly discussed. 
(1) maximal synchronisity: (Mi,SM) 
The requirement of maximal synchronisity imposes a restriction on the derivation of a computa-
tion in that when encountering a parallel construct every component of it has to be developed 
one time-unit step for the parallel compound to proceed one time unit. 
Formally (disregarding communication) this could be stated in a rule like 
<S;,o;>~f <S;',o;'> , l~i~n 
<PAR (S 1, ..• ,Sn),0>~{1 <PAR (S 1 ', ... ,S/),o'> 
with o= Uo; and o'= Uo;'. 
Such a solution is allowed since variable-disjointness can be assumed for the respective 
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components. A difficulty however with this solution is that when components differ in the 
number of steps they need the empty statement E has to be allowed to actively idle. This would 
amount to two delayable types of statements, communication-intentions and end-instructions. 
Another problem that adheres to this solution is the complex form of the history H. (Mi) uses a 
a b 
product-notation for a synchronous parallel construct such that (S 1-')S1',S2-')S2 ' ~ 
ab 
S 1 XS2 -')S 1'XS/). Following a suggestion of (Ma) then the interleaving of the time-stamped 
components of the combined history could be interleaved at the observational rather than the 
behavioral level. 
(2) partial orders: (Bes,Re,Wi) 
The previous solution has the disadvantage that when the assumption of unit-time cost for the 
execution of an atomic statement is abandoned the product-construction will not work, let alone 
the interleaving of their projections. 
More general is the solution proposed by (Re). For distinct components of a parallel construct 
computations are developed independently unless they require synchronised interaction with 
some other component-process. 
For example the computation of (a 1 ;c;a2)11(C;a3) where c and c are to be synchronised and 
ai ,i = 1, ... , 3 are atomic instructions can be pictured as (with 'T the action of synchronisation): 
a (E) (1) 
(C;a3)~ a (E) (2) 
Timing (although this is not the issue (Re) is interested in) can be modelled by a mutual check 
on the clock-values of the components. His solution is hampered by the the restriction that no 
nested parallelism is allowed. It seems however that if you are willing to let the parallel con-
struct be surrounded by an empty begin and end statement the approach also works for the more 
general case of nested parallelism. 
The appeal of the latter approach is that parallel composition and alternative composition are treated 
orthogonally in that (in net-theoretic fashion) 
- parallel composition branches on transitions 
- alternative composition branches on states 
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Graphically: 
state01 actiono state in 
state2m 
t 
' \ I begin state0 / ~ / ~ 
state12 state22 action1 action 1 c
ommk 
state 12 state22 ai:tionm actionm' I \ ~ / ~ / 
end statek state1k state2k 
' ' stateo,max(n,m) actionk-+ 1 with k=max(n,m)+ 1 
parallel composition alternative composition communication 
Note that in the case of alternative composition k is either m or m' dependent on which branch is 
chosen, so this case could be modelled as well by the usual tree. 
For the case of parallel composition it is evident that the auxiliary begin and end transition are obli-
gatory. The state immediately after the end can be taken to be the union of the previous states (ln 
and 2m) and its time conveniently set to the maximum of the clock-values of state1n and stateim· 
Composition of nets of this form is described in (GM,Bes) and will not be pursued here. 
2.5. The revised semantics 
To recapitulate, in order to model the timing of actions either a requirement of maximal synchronisity 
can be imposed on the derivation, or the weaker requirement of respecting the time-dependencies as 
concerns synchronisation and the termination of parallel constructs. Both solutions involve some 
kind of process-numbering to keep account of which process has taken how many steps, when. 
Process-numbering can be done in two ways, statically or dynamically. 
DEFINITION: ( static process-numbering ) 
Let for a tuple (S,m) E PXN (Occam-programs and natural numbers) (S,m)0 =Sand (S,m)1 = m. 
The mapping '!)t:P~(N~(P XN)) is defined by induction on the structure of S. Let m0 =m and 
mi+I =(<.'.)l(S;+ 1)(mi))" then 
<.'.n.(A) = Am.(<m,A>,m) forA E {x:=e, c?x, c!e, WA/Te, SKIP, b} 
<.'.n.(b S) = "Am. ((<.'.)l(b)(m))o(<.'.)l(S)(<.'.)l(S)(<.'.)l(b)(m))1)0,(<.'.)l(S)(<.'.)l(S)(<.'.)l(b)(m))1)1) 
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'!J({SEQ(S 1,. .. ,Sn)) = Am. (SEQ (('!J({S 1)(mo))o, ... ,('!J({Sn)(mn-I ))o),mn) 
'!J({PAR(SI>····Sn)) = Am. (PAR(('!J({S1)(mo + l))o, ... ,('!J({Sn)(mn-1 + l))o),mn) 
'!J({ALT(g1 S l>···•gn Sn)) = Am. (ALT((0l(g1 S 1)(mo))o, ... ,(0l(gn Sn)(mn-1 ))o),mn) 
'!J({IF(b 1 S 1>···,bn Sn)) = Nn. (IF(('!J({b1 S 1 )(mo))o, ... ,('!J({bn Sn)(mn-d)o),mn) 
'!}({WHILE b S) = "Nn. (WHILE ('!J({b S)(m))0 ,('!J({b S)(m))1) 
'!}({OP i=[e1 FOR e2](X) = "Nn. (OP i=[e 1 FOR e2]('!J({X)(m))o,('!J({X)(m))1) 
LEMMA: Static process numbering suffices only if the use of PAR-constructs in repetitive and replicated 
constructs is prohibited 
Each action is given the number of the process it belongs to where a process consists of a possibly 
iterated sequence of actions or a choice between sequences of actions. 
Process-numbers are generated in increasing order, and the only increment is when encountering a 
parallel component. A counter-example for the while construct is immediate. However it could be 
defended that iterated processes get the same process-number independeni: of their degree of iteration, 
that could be taken into account dynamically. Note that there is no recursion of the form µx[a llx]. 
More serious is the problem with replicated constructs. 
As an example consider the definition of a buffer of size n: 
PAR i=[O FOR n] WHILE true SEQ(c[i]?x,c[i +i]!x) 
which amounts to 
c[O] ~ c[l] c[n-1]~ c[n] 
setting up n processes connected by n + I channels buffering a maximum of n values. As the value of 
n is determined dynamically there is no way to know at forehand how many process-numbers to 
reserve. 
Of course it could be demanded that n is fixed, but this is not required in Occam, nor seems very sen-
sible from a programming point of view. So the only way out seems to be a dynamic numbering 
scheme. 
Rather than start duplicating the entire transition-system by burdening it with notation to keep track 
of process-numbers and timing it will first be indicated how to adapt the system T given before to 
model the timing of actions. 
DEFINITION: (timing) 
Let T' be the intended system, then T' is constructed from T by: 
(0) If T\--<S, o>~1 <S, a> then T' 1--<(S,t),o>~ll <(S,t),o> 
(1) If Tl--<S,o>~~<S',o'> then T'l--<(S,n),o>--'»h<(S',n +t),o'> 
(2) If T\--<PAR( ... ,S;, ... ),o>--'»~<PAR( ... ,S;', ... ),o'> then 
T' \--<(PAR ( ... ,S;, ... ),( ... ,t;, ... )),o>--'»h <(PAR ( ... ,S;', ... ),( ... ,t; + t, ... )),o'> 
(3) If T\--<PAR( ... ,S;, ... ,Sj,···),o>--'»I <PAR( ... ,S;', ... ,S/, ... ),o'> then 
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T' t-<(PAR ( ... ,S;, ... ,Sj,. .. ),( ... ,t;, ... ,tj, ... )),o>~" 
<(PAR( ... ,S/, ... ,S/, ... ),( ... ,t, ... t, ... )),o'> with t=max(ti>tj)+ 1 
(4) If Tt-<PAR(E, ... ,E),o>~t<E,o> then 
T' }-<(PAR (E, ... ,E),(t 1, ••• ,tn)),o>~ £o <(E,t;),o> 
Note that ( 4) implies that when a statement takes over from a parallel construct in sequential compo-
sition it arbitrarily selects a clock-value from one of the components. 
This is in agreement with an arbitrary interleaving approach in which all possible take-overs can be 
considered. 
More appropriate however would be to take the maximum, but this turns out harder to deal with 
denotationally. 
Also note that in this revision idling while waiting for communication no longer takes time and, by 
definition, no longer is observable. It might be worthwhile to accomodate the definition of observa-
bility in this respect. 
Unfortunately a similar modification seems not fit to cope with process-numbering. 
DEFINITION: ( dynamic process-numbering ) 
Define A:N+ XN>o~N+ to be the function that appends an integer (>0) to a sequence of integers. 
For example <012>Al=<0121>. Let 0 denote the sequence <0>. The function is used to 
dynamically create process-numbers such that no two distinct processes are active that have the same 
number. 
EXAMPLE: S 0 ;((S 1;(S211S3)) II S 4);S 5 gives rise to the process-numbering: 
0 0 
/\ /\ 
1 2 01 02 
/\ /\ 
2 Oll 012 
Note that if applied in a binary fashion process-numbers are not unique, namely S 1 ll(S2 llS3) gives a 
different numbering than (S1 llS2)llS3). 
In the following a revision of the transition-system is proposed that models process-numbering and 
timing. 
There are now four types of axioms: 
- process-number introduction 
- time-introduction 
- £-removal 
- atomic actions 
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The necessity of the first type will be evident when presenting the axioms. The other types are 
already familiar. The action-labels are extended to include the process-number and the time the 
action took place. An action-label of the form ('rc:v, (mi,m0 ),t) records the input and output process 
participating in a communication, the value transferred, the channel and the time the communication 
took place. By convention unlabelled transitions are to be labelled with £o and whatever process-
number and t appropriate. 
Let m stand for a process-number. 
(*) process-number introduction 
Ml <(SEQ(S1>···,Sn),m),o> ~ <SEQ((Si,m), ... ,(Sn,m)),o> 
M2 <(PAR(SJ. ... ,Sn),M),o> ~ <PAR((S1>m~l), ... ,(Smm~n)),o> 
M3 <(ALT(g1 Si, ... ,gn Sn),m),o> ~· <ALT((g1 S1>m), ... ,(gn Sn,m)),o> 
M4 <(IF(b1 S1, ... ,bn Sn),m),o> ~<IF((b1 Si,m), ... ,(bn Sn,m)),o> 
MS <(WHILE b S,m),o> ~<WHILE (b S,m),o> 
M6 <(OP i=[e1 FOR e2](\,n,m),o> ~ <(OP(X[e1 /i], ... ,X[e1 +e2 -1 /i]),m),o> 0 0 0 
(*) time introduction 
TI <(SEQ((S 1,m ), ... ,(Sn,m )),t),o> ~ <SEQ(S 1,m,t), ... ,(Sn,m )),o> 
T2 <(PAR ((S 1'm i), ... ,(Sn,mn)),t),o> ~ <PAR ((S 1'm i.t), ... ,(Smmn,t)),o> 
T3 <(ALT((g1 S1>m), ... ,(gn Sn,m)),t),o> ~ <ALT((g1 SI>m,t), ... ,(gn Sn,m,t)),o> 
T4 <(IF(b1 Sbm), ... ,(bn Sn,m)),t),o> ~ <IF((b1 S1,m,t),. .. ,(bn Sn,m)),o> 
TS <(WHILE (b S,m),t),o> ~<WHILE (b S,m,t),o> 
(*) £-removal 
El <SEQ((E,m,t)),o> ~ <(E,m,t),o> 
<SEQ((E,m,t),(S2,m'), ... ),o> ~ <SEQ((S2,m',t), ... ,o> 
E2 <PAR ((E,m i,!1 ), ... ,(E,mn,tn)),o> ~ <(E,mi,ti),o> l o;;;i o;;;n 
E3 <ALT( ... ,(E S,m,t), ... ),o> ~ <(S,m,t),o> 
E4 <IF((E,m,t)),o> ~ ~<(E,m,t),o> 
<IF((E,m,t),(b2 S2,m), ... ),o> ~ <IF((b2 S 2,m,t), ... ),o> 
(*) atomic actions 
Al <(x: =e,m,t),o> -{a,m,t + l)~ <(E,m,t + l),o> 
A2 <(c?x,m,t),o> -f..()c,m,t)~ <(c?x,m,t),o> 
<(c !e,m,t),o> -{()c,m,t)~ <(c !e,m,t),o> 
A3 <(WAIT O,m,t),o> ~ <(E,m,t),o> 
<(WAIT e,m,t),o> -{£i,m,t + l)~ <(WAIT e0 -1,m,t + l),o> 
A4 <(SKIP,m,t),o> -(ei.m,t + l)~ <(E,m,t + l),o> 
(*)other rules (and axioms) 
Rl 
R2 
<(S,m,t),o> ~~ <(S',m',t'),o'> 
<SEQ((S,m,t), ... ),o> ~~ <SEQ((S',m',t'), ... ),o'> 
<(S,m,t),o> ~~ <(S',m',t'),o'> 
<PAR( ... ,(S,m,t), ... ),o> ~~ <PAR( ... ,(S',m',t'), ... ),o'> 
first(S;)=c?x & first(Sj)=c!e or first(S;)=c!e & first(Sj)=c?x 
<PAR( ... ,(S;,m;,t;), ... ,(Sj,mj,tj), ... ),o> ~~ <PAR( ... ,(S;',m;,t), ... ,(S/,mj,t), ... ),o'> 
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where o'=o[x:=e0 ], t=max(t;,tj)+l and ~=('r:e0,(m;,mj),t) if m; is the input-process or 
~=('r:e0,(mj,m;),t)if mj is the input process and sr=rest(S;), S/=rest(Sj) as explained before 
<(g;,m,t),o> ~~ <(g;',m,t'),o> 
R3 
<ALT( ... ,(g; S;,m,t), ... ),o> ~~ <ALT( ... ,(g;' S;,m,t'), ... ),o> 
R4 <IF((b1 S i.m,t), ... ),o> -(e,m,t + l)~ <(S i.m,t + l),o> if b0 =tt 
<IF((b 1 Si.m,t), ... ),o> -(e,m,t + l)~ <IF((E,m,t + l), ... ),o> if b0 =ff 
R5 <WHILE (b S,m,l),o> -(e,m,t + l)~ <(E,m,t + l),o> if b0 =ff 
<WHILE (b S,m,t),o> -(e,m,t +l)~ <SEQ((S,m,t),(WHILE b S,m)),o> if b0 =tt 
The replication of processes is· already treated. 
The other cases, procedure invocation, prioritised and placed composition are omitted. 
DEFINITION: (mapping computations to event-sequences) 
Let Aroc be the alphabet of elementary action-labels, augmented with the record of communication 
label indicating the transfer of a value v over a channel c, let M (;; 1\1 + be the set of valid process-
numbers, and let E 0 (;;A roe X (MUM X M) X 1\1 X ~ be such that 
<~,m,t,o> 
<Tc:v, (m;,mj),t,o> 
denotes that action ~ of process m ended at time t in state o 
denotes the transfer of value v from the output process mj to the input process 
m; at time t over channel c leading to state o 
denotes some control-action that is unobservable and hence will be removed 
when collecting the meaning of the program 
I l For T, <S,o>l-<So,oo>~' · · · ~· <Sn,on>~ · · · a computation define the corresponding 
event-sequence to be 
T, <S,o> l--<eo,m0 ,t0 ,o0>~ · · · ~<~n,mn,tn,on>~ · · · 
where l;=<~;,m;,t;> is a plain label or a roe-label, with the provision that if the computation is 
blocked (which now includes failure to communicate) than FAIL is appended to the event-sequence. 
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DEFINITION: ( f.()-restriction, T-restriction, m-restriction, projection ) 
For w an event-sequence let w \ f.o be as defined previously the event-sequence with empty moves 
(except the first) eliminated, and let WtT be the restriction Of W to the events involving communica-
tion. Let ITm(w) be the restriction tothe events in which all m';;:.m participate, with ;;;;:. the prefix.-
ordering on process-numbers. Finally define (e); ,i=O, · · · ,3 to be the projection of e to its i-th 
component and similarly for~); extended to sequences over £ 0 
DEFINITION: ( operational semantics ) 
(0) behavioral: 
(I) observable: 
(2) ~-sequence: 
(3) T-history: 
wE0o[SD(a) iff T, <S,a> 1--w 
we01[S](a) iff3w'.T, <S,a>l--w' & w=w'\c:0 
WE02[S](a) iff 3w'.T, <S,a> 1--w' & w~ ~(w'\ f-0)3 
WE03[S](a) iff3w'.T, <S,a>l--w' & w,.=w'tT 
EXAMPLE: S0 =SEQ(x: = I,PAR(SEQ(x: =2,c?x),c !3),x: =4) 
Let S 1 =PAR(S3 ,S4) with S3 =SEQ(x: =2,c?x) and S4=c!3. 
Let a;=a[x:=i] for i=l, ... ,4 and assume execution is started at time 0 and process 0. 
(I) <(S0 ,0,0),a> ~ <SEQ((x: = 1,0,0),(S 1,0),(x: =4,0)),a> by Ml and TI 
(2) <(x: = 1,0,0),a> -(a,0,0)~ <(E, 0, l),a1 > by Al 
(3) <(S0 ,0,0),a> (a,O, l)~ <SEQ((S J>O, l),(x: =4,0)),a1 > from (1),(2) by Rl and El 
(4) <(S1,0,l),a1 > ~ <PAR((S3,0l,l),(S4,02,l)),a1> by M2 and T2 
(5) <(SJ,01,l),a1> ~ <SEQ((x:=2,0l,l),(c?x,Ol)),a1> by Ml and TI 
(6) <(x:=2,0l,l),a1 > -(a,01,2)~ <(E,Ol,2),a2> by A2 
(7) <SEQ((x: =2,01, l),(c?x, Ol)),a1 > -(a,01,2)~ <SEQ((c?x, Ol,2)),a2> by (6), Rl and El 
(8) <PAR((S3 ,0I, l),(c !3,02, l)),a1 > -(a,01,2)~ <PAR(SEQ((c?x, 01,2)),(c !3,02, l)),a2> 
by (7) and R2(a) 
(9) <PAR(SEQ((c?x, 01,2)),(c !3,02, l)),a2> -(T:3,(01,02,3)~ 
<PAR((E, 01,3),(E, 02,3)),a3 > by R2(b), El and R2(a) 
(10) <PAR((E,OI,3),(E,02,3)),a3 > ~ <(E,Ol,3),a3> by E2 
(11) <SEQ((S J>O, l),(x: =4,0)),a1 > -(a,01,2)~ · · · -(T:3,(01,02),3)~ · · · 
<SEQ((E, 01,3),(x: =4,0)),a3 > by (4),(8) and (9) 
(12) <SEQ((E, 01,3),(x: =4,0)),a3> ~ <SEQ(((x: =4,0,3)),a3> 
etcetera. 
So omitting empty moves: 
<So,a> 1--<f.Q,0,0,a>~<a,O, l,a1 >~<a,Ol,2,a2>~<Tc:3,(0l,02),3,a3>~<a,0,4,a4> 
and, for example, the one element sequence <Tc:3,(0l,02),3,a3 > E03[S0](a). 
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3. DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS 
Processes were introduced in (BZl) for the denotational semantics of concurrency, synchronisation 
and synchronisation with value passing. 
In (BKMOZ) the relation of this type of semantics with the operational semantics by means of 
transition-systems is further elucidated. A notable difference between the language with synchronisa-
tion and value-passing treated in (BKMOZ) with Occam is the absence of recursion in Occam and the 
guardedness of alternative composition. Otherwise the operational semantics given in the previous 
section closely resembles the one given in (BKMOZ), except for process-numbering and timing. Also 
the denotational semantics will be set up as in (BKMOZ). 
The problem faced here is, similarly as for the operational semantics, how to include process-
numbering and timing in the domain of processes. As will be explained in more detail later the 
domain of processes is given as the solution of a domain-equation of the form 
I?= {po} U ~~'?Pe(~X I?) 
where (I? ,d) is the metric space constructed as the completion of the union of finite processes and 
their associated metrics. This type of processes can be regarded c.s synchronisation trees under a cer-
tain equivalence relation, that is processes are commutative trees with sets rather than multi-sets as 
successors. 
Later an extension will be formulated in which processes resemble event-structures, or partial orders, 
instead of trees. 
For both types of processes, due to the introduction of process-numbering and timing, the structure of 
communication is slightly more complex than when these aspects are omitted from the treatment. 
waiting ll' e synchronisation Ye le 
transfer 
(a) (b) (c) 
Simplifying matters the event of communication could be pictured as above. Three phases, both for 
the input and output process, are involved: waiting, synchronisation, and value-transfer. 
In (a) the interleaving of these component-events is pictured, in (b) synchronisation is seen to be com-
mon to both the input and the output process, and in (c) synchronisation is pictured as some event 
connecting the input and output process, so to speak, at the system-level instead of the process-level. 
The actual representation used will shift from (a) in this section to (c) in the next section. 
However due to process-numbering and timing they can both be regarded equivalent to (b ). 
Actually the role of the S-component is different than pictured here. Intuitively (c) appears to be the 
best representation since the open nodes can be considered as allowing a choice between different 
communications. The extension with respect to the treatment of communication in (BKMOZ) con-
sists of an explicit distinction between transfer (or synchronisation assignment for the input process) 
and synchronisation itself. In this setup the counterpart of synchronisation assignment for the 
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output-process is just skip. 
DEFINITION: ((processes)) 
Let C be the set of channel-names. 
A,oc={a,t:} U {8c,8c,Yc,Yc,Tc:v lcEC,vEV}, 
M kN+ the set of process-numbers as introduced previously, 
MkMUMXM and NkNUNXN then the equation 
P={p0 }UMXNX~~<?i'c(A,ocXMXNX~X(PU V~PU VXP)) 
is given by: 
(0) Po= {po} , do(p',p")=O for p',p" EPo 
(n +I) Pn+I ={p0 } UMXN ><~~<?Pc(A,ocXMXNX~X(Pn UV ~Pn U VXPn)) 
with the associated distance 
{
I if p'=po & p"=l=po or p"=po & p'=l=po 
dn+1(p',p") = / /1 
supmsup,sup" dn+l(p (m,t,a),p (m,t,a)) 
where dn + 1 (p'(m,t, a),p"(m,t, a)) is the Hausdorff distance induced by 
dn+I ( <l;,m,t, a,p>, <l;',m',t',a',p'>) = { I if (l;,m,t, a)=l=(l;',m',t',a') l/idn(p,p') 
with for p,p' E V ~Pn dn(p,p') = supvdn(p(v),p'(v)) and for p,p' E VX Pn dn((v,p),(v',p'))= I if v=l=v' 
and dn(p,p') if v =v'. If p and p' are of different 'types' then dn(p,p')= I. 
For each n;;o.O (Pn,dn) is a metric space. The union of these spaces (P.,,d.,) = (UPn, Udn). 
Now (P,d) is taken.to be the completion of (P.,,d.,) 
The degree of a process is defined by degree(p 0 )=0, degree(pn)=n if pEPn \Pn-I for some n;;o.I 
and degree (p) = oo otherwise. 
Operators on processes are commonly defined by induction on their degree. For infinite processes 
p=limnPn• q=limnqn an operator op is defined by pop q = limn(pn op qn). 
Continuity-results for several operators on several domains are provided in (BZI). In the definition of 
operators an explicit mention of the infinite case will mostly be omitted. 
A 5-tuple of the form <l;,m,t, a,p> with pE{P U V ~p U VX P) is called a configuration in which I; 
denotes the label of the step leading to the configuration, m the process it belongs to, t the (local syn-
chronised) time it took place and p the resumption that is either a plain process, a process that has a 
value as an extra parameter or a value-process pair in case it is the resumption of a communication-
intention. 
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Possible configurations and their functions are: 
<a,m,t, a,p > local assignment 
<§.c,m,t,a,!!_> input-intention with 0.§V~IP> 
<l>c,m,t, a,0> output-intention with OE VX IP> 
<Tc:v, (m,m'),(t,t'),a,p > synchronisation 
<yc,m,t,a,p > communication-assignment (input) 
<yc,m,t, a,p > communication value transfer (output) 
<£,m,t,a,p > empty move (wait, skip, test) 
<O,m,t,a,p > guard-control 
<•,m,t,a,p > to be explained later 
With the auxiliary process-number and the time-fields in the configuration it is possible to keep track 
of the activity of one process and the history of communication between processes. 
As an example the denotation of an assignment-statement in a particular environment is 
[x :=e](y) = Anita.( <a,m,t + 1,a[x: =~0],po>} 
which states that an assignment takes unit-time and changes the state it is given with respect to the 
value for x. 
DEFINITION: (denotational semantics) 
[x:=e](y) =Anita.{ <a,m,t + l,a[x:=~0],po>} 
[c?x](y) = Xmta. { <Bc,m,t, a,Xv.Ani't'a'. { <yc,m,t' + l,a'[x: =v ],p0 >} >} 
[c !e](y) = Xmta.( <°'§c,m,t, a,(v,Ani't'a'.( <yc,m,t' + 1,a',po>} >} 
[WAIT e](y) = Xmta.{ <£,m,t + I, ... Nnntnan.{ <£,m,t+=..1,,a,po>} ... >} 
[SKIP](y) =Anita.{ <£,m,t+ l,a,po>} 
[SEQ(SJ,···•Sn)](y) = [S1](y); ... ;[Sn](y) 
[PAR (S 1'···,Sn)](y) = Nnta.[S 1](y)(mAl,t, a) II ... II Anita.[Sn](y)(mAn,t, a) 
[b S](y) = b::) [S](y), 0 
[ALT(g, SJ,···•gn Sn)] = A([g1](y));[S1](y) + ... + A([gn](y));[Sn](y) 
[IF(b1 S 1'···,bn Sn)](y) = b1:)[S1](y), ... ,bn::) [Sn](y),po 
[WHILE b S](y) = lim; , po=po p;+1 = b:)[S](y);p;,po 
[OP i=[e1 FOR e2](X)] = 
Anita.[OP(X)(y)(m,t, a[i: =e 1 ]) on ... on Anita.[OP(X)(y)(m,t,a[i: =e1 +e2 -1]) o r r o a 
for OPE{SEQ,PAR,ALT,IF} and corresponding op E{;, II,+,::)} 
[p (c J , ••• ,cn)](y) = y(p )(ci. ... ,cn) 
Remarks: 
The definitions for prioritised and placed statements are omitted as not to burden the 
configurations with even more fields. 
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The slightly awkward definition for the PAR-construct shows the assignment of process-numbers in 
a functional fashion, that is the process-number given as an argument is modified as indicated. 
Assigning process-numbers when applying the operator for parallel composition has the disadvan-
tage that the operator would no longer be associative and commutative as required. 
The definitions for IF and WHILE make use of the operator 
::J :Bexp X IP> X IP>~IP> to be defined shortly. The operator is used to facilitate the treatment of 
timing. 
The clause for the alternative construct will be explained later. 
DEFINITION: (operators on processes) 
Let 8EV~IP>, (v,p)EVXIP' and pE(IP> U V~IP> U VXIP>) 
(1) sequential composition; p 0 ;p =p ;p0 • For p,q=/=p0 
p ;q = 'Nnto.(p (m,t, o);'Nn't'o'.q(m,t',o')> 
X;q = {x ;q : xEX} 
<g,m,t,o,p0 >;q = <g,m,t,o,'Nn't'o'.q(m',t,o')> 
<g,m,t,o,p>;q = <g,m,t,p;q> 
O;q = A.v. (O(v);q) (v,p);q=(v,p ;q) 
(2) alternative composition: p 0 +p =p +po =p. For p,q=l=po 
p+q = 'Nnto.(p(m,t,o) U q(m,t,o)) 
(3) parallel composition: p 0 lip =p llpo =p. For p,q=l=po 
p llq = 'Nnto.(p(m,t,o)ll'Nn't'o'.q(m,t,o') + 
q(m,t,o)ll'Nn't'o'.p(m,t,o') + 
p ((m,t, o) I q(m,t, o)) 
Xllq = {xllq: xEX} 
<g,m,t,o,p>llq = <g,m,t,o,pllq> 
Ollq = A.v. (O(v)llq) (v,p)llq = (v,p llq) 
XI Y= U{ x IY: xEX, yEY} with 
<l3c,m,t,,o,8> I <""§c,m',t',a,(v,p)> = 
{ <Tc:v, (m,m'),(t,t'),o),'Nn"t"a".8(v ){m, max(t,t'),a") II 'Nn"t"a".p(m',max(t,t'),o")>} 
and x IY = 0 otherwise 
( 4) conditional composition: ::J :Bexp X IP> X IP>~IP> is defined by 
b::Jp,q = 'Nnta.if~a then {<t:,m,t+l,o,po>};p else {t:,m,t+l,a,po>};q fi 
Also (b 1 ::Jpi. ... ,bn•Pn•Po)::J (b 1' ::Jp 1 ', ... ,bm' ::J Pm',po) 
b I ::Jp 1'···,bn ::J Pnob 11 ::Jp1 ', •.. ,bm'::J Pm',po 
is defined to be 
(5) restriction: \ C :l?~I? where C is an arbitrary set of channel-names 
Po \C =Po 
Remarks: 
('Amta.X)\ C = 'Amta.X\ C 
X \ C = U { x \ C : x = <g, · · · > & g=f=8c or 8c for any c EC} 
<g,m,t,o,p > \ C = { <g,m,t,a,p \ C>} 
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The definition of sequential composition is not satisfactory with respect to timing. A process con-
tinuing after a parallel branching in a sequential composition takes over the local clock-value of an 
arbitrary component. This is however not as harmful as it may seem since all possibilities are 
covered due to the 'arbitrariness' of interleaving. 
Further treatment of this aspect is postponed until a suitable timing - operator is introduced. 
Note that under the assumption that the correct timing is delivered the synchronisation-step 
<T, ... > also contains the record of communication (input,output,valHe) and the respective wait-
times. 
The treatment of guarded commands also has to wait for the definition of ayroper timing-operator. 
The restriction-operator eliminates communication-intentions <8c, ... >, <8c, ... >. It is introduced 
here to facilitate the treatment of examples. 
THEOREM: 
(1) II and ; are associative. 
(2) II is commutative 
(3) II, ;, + and :J are continuous. 
Proof: Omitted. 
ExAMPLE: (synchronisation merge) 
To calculate the meaning of PAR(SEQ(x: = l,c?x),c !2) let 
and 
then 
P1 = Amta.{<a,m,t+I,a1,p2>} with a1=a[x:=l] 
pz = Am't'a'.{ <8c,m,t + I,a',0>} 
with 0 = Av.'Am"t"a". { <yc,m,t" + l,a"[x: =v ],po>} 
q 1 = Amta.{8c•!!!.•!!a _, (2,q2)>} 
qz = 'Am't'a'.{ <yc,m,!_+ l,~,po>} 
[PAR(SEQ(x: = I,c?x),c !2)~(y)(O,O,a) = (p II q)(O,O,a) 
withp='Amta.p 1(mAI,t,a), q='Amta.q 1(mA2,t,a) and 
p llq = Amta.(p,(mAl,t,a)ll'Amta.q 1(mA2,t,,V + 
- -
q 1 (mA2,t, a) ll'Amta.p 1(mAl,t, ,V + 
- -
p 1 (mAI,t, a) I q 1 (mA2,t, a)) 
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and hence (applying the restriction operator) 
((p llq) \ C)(O,O,o) 
= ({ <a,01, l,oi.p2>} II Anita.{ <8c,02,0,~,po>} = 
{ <8c,02,0,a,po >}II Anita. { <a,01, l,~i.P2 >}) \ C 
- -
= ({<a,Ol,l,ai.p211Anito.{<°8c,02,0,~,po>}.} + {<°8c, · · · >})\C 
({ <a,o 1, l,oi.Ani't'o'.({ <8c, · · · >} + { <8c, · · · >} + 
{ <Tc:2,(0l,02),(l,O),o',Am"t"a".8(2)(m", l,o")llAni"t"o".q2(m", l,o")> })>} + 
{ <8c, · · · >}) \ C 
= { <a,01, l,ai,Ani't'o'.{ <Tc:2,(0l,02),(l,O),o', · · · > }>} 
Note that the resumption after the synchronisation between process 01 and 02 is itself an interleaving: 
Anito.{ <yc,01,2,o _[x: =2],Anita.{ <:Yc,02,2,~,po> }>, 
- -
<yc,02,2,d'.._,Amto.{yc,01,2,~[x: =2],pO> }>} 
This example shows that when the merge takes place, process-numbers and times are fixed at the 
'top-level', an update of the local times occurs at the event of synchronisation. 
In order to compare the denotational semantics with the operational semantics given in the previous 
chapter the operator paths:P\ {p0 }~(MXl\IX~~IE) is needed. 
DEFINITION: (paths ) 
Let Eo k ArocXMXNX~, IE = E0* U Eow U Eo* ·{FAIL} and · the concatenation operator for 
sequences in IE. 
Then the operator paths is defined by: 
paths(Anito.X) = <£Q,m,t, a> -paths(X) 
paths(X) = U {paths(x): xEX} , X=/=0 
= {FAIL}, X= 0 
paths(<~,m,t,o,p0 >) = { <~,m,t,a>} 
paths( <~,m,t,a,p >) = <~,m,t,o> -paths(p(m,t,o)) 
paths(<8n···>) = paths(<8c,. .. >) = {FAIL} 
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CONJECTURE: (relation-ship event-sequences and paths) 
<S,o>I-~ & ~'=~\t:o ~ ~'Epaths([SD(y)\C)(O,O,a) 
with w the appropriate modification of w with respect to events of synchronisation and transfer. 
-
- il 
Remarks: 
The definition of communication in the transition-system collapsed synchronisation and transfer 
into one event. This definition could be adapted in a rather straightforward manner. 
The conjecture is not correct with respect to alternative commands. 
To retrieve the state transforming function of a process the yield p + of a process is defined as in 
(BKMOZ). 
Put ~ ..L = ~ U {FAIL} U { J_}. The order on ~ ..L is defined by putting o1 C o2 iff a1 = J_ or o1 = o2 • 
Let 5 = 0'(~ ..L) and for TI> T 2 E <5 define -
T1C 5T2 iff J_ET1 & T 1 \ { J_} kT2 or T 1 =T2 (the Egli-Milner order). 
Then ('B';C 5,{J_}) is a CPO. 
DEFINITION: (yield ) 
The mapping + : I?\ {p0 } ~ (~ ~ <5) is given by 
p + = Ao.p(O,O,o)+ 
x+ = LJ 5,n x<n) 
where LJ 5 is the lub in (T, C 5, { J_}) and x<n> is defined by 
X(O) = {J_} 
x<n+I) = u { x<n+I): XEX} 
<~,m,t,o,p0 >(n+I) = {o} 
<~,m,t,o,p><n+I) = p(m,t,o)<n> 
<Bc, ... ><n+I) = <°8c, ... ><n+I) = {FAIL} 
In other words the +-operator unwinds the process pin a, neglecting process-numbering and timing. 
ExAMPLE: 
The yieldp+ for [PAR(SEQ(x:=l,c?x),c!2)D(y) would be 
(0) Ao.p(O,O,a)<0> = Ao.{J_} 
(1) Ao.p(O,O,o)<1> = Aa.{<Tc, ... >}<0> = Ao.{J_} 
(2) Ao.p(O,O,o)<2> = Ao.{<yc, ... >}<0> U Ao.{<:Yc, ... >}<0> = Ao.{J_} 
(4) Ao.p(O,O,o)<4> = Ao.{ <:Yc,02,2,o[x: =2],p0 > }(I) U Ao.{ <yc,02, l,o[x: =2],po> }(I) 
= Ao.o[x : = 2] 
Now to cope with guarded commands it seems necessary to introduce an operator that measures the 
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time a statement took to be executed. As a preparation a more general timing operator is introduced 
first. 
DEFINITION: (timing) 
Let (N,..;;;) be the total order of time-values and M=(N+ ,..;;;;) the partial order of process-numbers 
with ..;;;; the prefix order and 0 as a least element. 
Then the collection of functions timem,1 :1Jl>~N) can be defined by 
timem.i<Po) = t 
timem,lP) = "Am't'a'.timem,1'p(m,t,a')) 
timem,1(X) = SUPn timem,1(X(n)) with 
timem,lXin>) = max { timem,1(x(n)) : x EX } if X=/= 0 and ooif X = 0 
timem,1( <8c•··· ><n>) = timem,i( <~c,··· ><n>) = 00 
time (<t m' t' ap ><0>) = t 
m,t c:;, ' ' ' 
timem, 1(<~,m',t',a,po><n+I>) =t' if m..;;;m' and t if -,m..;;;m' 
timem,1( <~,m',t',a,p ><n + 1>) = timem,l'(p (m,t',a')(n)) if m ..;;;m' 
= timem,1(p (m,t',a')(n)) otherwise 
Notice that in order to estimate the time-behavior of a process communication-intentions should be 
eliminated. 
The timing-operator can be used for passing a more correct clock-value to a successor-component in a 
sequential composition by defining the operator for sequential composition at the top-level as: 
p ;q = "Amta.(p(m,t,a);"Am't'a'.q(m,timem,1(p(m,t, a)\ C),a') 
but this has the drawback that the component has to be assumed closed for further communications. 
Note however that the component is not actually closed for communication. The timing-operator 
applied in the way shown gives a reliable lower-bound for the derivation of the execution of a state-
ment. 
THE TREATMENT OF GUARDED COMMANDS 
A guarded command in Occam can occur as a component of the alternative construct 
ALT(g 1 SI>···,gn Sn)· The guard gi can be of the form b b C orb WAIT e for Can input or output. 
The convention is that a branch with a trivial guard bis always chosen over branches with non-trivial 
guards. If there are only non-trivial guards a selection is made between branches whose guards 
became ready first. 
From this discussion it follows that it would suffice to locate the guards that take the least time to get 
ready. In assessing the denotational semantics the other branches could be restricted away. 
The approach followed here is to enclose the guard by auxiliary steps, a step that indicates when the 
guard starts to be active ( o) and a step that indicates that the guard is ready (8). 
For convenience assume guarded commands do not occur nested. 
DEFINITION: ( guard-enclosure, guard-timing, branch-selection ) 
Let ~:IJl>~IJl> be defined by 
Mp) = i\mta.{ <O,m,t,a,po> };p ;>.mto.{ <•,m,t,a,p0 >} 
that is p is surrounded by o and •. 
Define also (the collection of functions) 
guard - timem,1(X) = min {guard - timem,1(x) : x EX }, where 
guard - timem,1( <8c,··· >) = guard - timem,1( <8c•··· >) = oo 
guard - timem,1( <•,m',t',a,p >) = t if m =m' and oo if m=f=m' 
guard - timem,1( <1;,,m',t',a,p >) = oo if p =po 
=guard - timem,1•(p(m',t',a')) if m=m' 
= guard - timem,1(p(m',t',a')) if m=f=m' 
Next the operator select-branchm,t is defined by 
select-branchm,1(X) = { <O,m,t,a,p > EX : -,3q. <O,m,t,a,q > EX & 
guard - timem,1(q(m,t,a)) <guard - timem,1(p(m,t,a))} 
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Then to get the desired pruning-operator that eliminates non-candidate branches of an alternative 
composition it suffices to define the restriction operator prune :IJl>~IJl> by 
prune(po) =Po 
prune(i\mta.X) = i\mta.prune(X) 
prune(X) = { </;,, ... > E X : l;,=/=O } U 
n { select-branchm,tCX'): <O,m,t,a,p > E X' k x} 
LEMMA: (prune is well-defined and gives the desired result ) 
Proof: Omitted. 
ExAMPLE: 
[ALT(true~x: = 1, WAIT 2~x: =2)](y)(O,O,a) = 
{ < o,0,0,a,i\m't'a'. { <t:,O, l,a',i\m"t"a". { <•,O, l,a",i\m"'t"'a"'. { <a,0,2,a'"[x: = 1 ],p0 >} >} >} >, 
< 0,0,0,a,i\m't'o'. { <t:,O, I,o',i\m"t"o''. { <t:,0,2,o",i\m"'t"'o"'. { <•,0,2,o"', 
i\m""t'"'o"".{ <a,0,3,o""[x: =2],po > }>} >} > }>} 
and when this set is pruned only the first element with the dot on time 1 remains. 
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4. THE CONCEPT OF ALTERNATION 
"Alternation is a generalisation of non-determinism in which existential and universal 
quantifiers alternate during the course of a computation whereas in non-deterministic 
computation there are only existential quantifiers".(CKS) 
4.1. Introduction: an orthogonal treatment of parallelism and nondeterminism 
In (CKS) the concept of alternation is used to describe a generalisation of the Turing machine model. 
Each machine when encountering a parallel or non-deterministic instruction spawns off, to use their 
phrasing, a collection of machines of which the results are combined in a conjunctive or disjunctive 
fashion dependent on whether the branching is parallel or. non-deterministic. Infinite, that is non-
terminating, computations are dealt with, as usual, by finite approximations. The authors wonder 
why the concept hasn't been applied to the semantics of parallelism outside the context of Turing-
machines and complexity and, frankly, so do I. 
But before starting to venture in this type of semantics let us shortly inventarise the state of the art 
concerning the semantics of communicating processes and the problems to expect for the new seman-
tics. 
e linear time and braching time semantics: (L T,BT) 
In (BBKM) it is sufficiently argued that with respect to deadlock behavior a linear time (stream) 
semantics is unable to cope with the difference between (the uniform processes) a ;b +a ;c and 
a ;(b + c) , where c denotes a communication-intention. A tree representation reflects this difference 
by indicating at what point the choice between a local action and a communication intention is to be 
made. 
Branching time models of communicating processes are conveniently pictured as a type of synchroni-
sation trees in which the act of synchronisation disappears as a silent non-observable action indicating 
the confluence of matching communication-intentions. A proper formulation of such models can be 
done in the metric space of processes as presented in the previous section where the equivalence 
between processes is dealt with by taking closed sets as successors rather than arbitrary multi-sets. 
(Cf. BKMOZ) The approach first advocated by Milner can be characterised as a reduction of parallel-
ism to non-determinism under the restriction of synchronisation by expanding a parallel composition 
into its allowed interleavings. 
• partial order semantics 
(Re) observes that the total order of events as represented by an interleaving semantics is only par-
tially due to the dependencies implicit in the program. Where the implicit order is not total it is a 
result of the need to order the observations that can be made of the execution of the program and the 
assumption of a discrete totally ordered time-scale. This assumption limits the fineness with which 
equivalence between programs can be assessed. 
It is claimed by (Re) that a partial order semantics gives the desired (orthogonal) treatment of paral-
lelism and non-determinism. However net-theory, from which the partial order approach originates, 
gives only a thorough treatment of the relationship between sequential and non-sequential computa-
tions. Non-determinism seems, as is indicated in (NPW), to be added later on, giving rise to variant 
computations and the like. Lacking is a clear integral representation from which both the non-
determinism and the parallelism can be read off so to speak. Another drawback of partial order 
semantics is that no process-domain is constructed that is commonly agreed upon. A possible candi-
date is the domain of event-structures as described in (Wil). 
e diagrams: (AT) 
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Inspired by the space-time diagrams of (La) it seems feasible to use an alternating tree as a represen-
tation. (Cf. CKS) 
Informally an alternating tree is a finitly branching rooted tree consisting of closed and open nodes, 
such that to each node adheres a quality, universal, existential or atomic corresponding with respec-
tively parallel, alternative and sequential composition. The leaves are to be considered atomic, and 
open nodes by their virtue of representing an intention to communicate are to be considered existen-
tial. See fig 4.1. 
I. (x:=l;(x:=2 + c?x))llc!3) II. (x : = 1 ;x : = 2 + x : = 1 ;x : = 2) II c ! 3 
III. (x: = I;c?x ;x: =3)11 (Y: =2;c!y ;y: =4) 
a 2 
a 4 
fig 4.1. Example of alternating trees. 
The indices for a correspond with the respective assignment-instructions. In III. two versions of an 
alternating 'tree' are presented that can easily seen to be equivalent. For comparison a 
synchronisation-tree for the same process is depicted. Note that in I. when choosing between a2 and 
8c the existence of an open node is immediately visible while this is not the case in II. 
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As was pointed out by Joost Kok however trees will not do here. For instance consider the program 
(a llb);c. There is no way to represent the resumption of the execution in c returning from the paral-
lel construct in a tree, since attaching c to b and a is clearly invalid. 
The solution to this problem is simply to represent computations as diagrams that can be glued 
together. For instance the representation of the problem example becomes 
C0J 
I I I instead of 
Such diagrams, as will be explained shortly, can be described as a sequence of alternating trees. 
Intuitively the construction-rules for composing diagrams corresponding to the constructors for 
sequential, parallel and alternative composition are: 
D 
D 0110 = lDDI O+O DO 
where the enclosing box in parallel composition denotes the requirement that both diagrams partici-
pate in the computation. 
To indicate how to capture such diagrams in a domain-equation recall that the domain-equation for 
giving the branching-time (BT) semantics was of the form IJl> = {p0 } U 11Pc(A X IJJ>) where 11Pc(-) stood for 
the power-set of action-resumption pairs closed with respect to the metric on IJl>. 
In a similar vein the equation IJl> = {p0 } U 11Pc(11Pc(A X OJ>)) X IJl> should do the job for diagrams. 
To explain the equation some auxiliary notation is needed. 
Let 
<a,p > E Conf<;;,A XIJJ> 
X E 3-Conf<;;,<?fc(Conj) 
[Xl>···•Xnl E'V-Conf<;;,11Pc(3-Conf> 
then the following cases can arise (where II denotes parallel composition and + alternative composi-
tion): 
II I: [{ <a,p > }] sequential 
+ 0 1 II: [{ <a,p > },{ <b,q > }, ... ] parallel 
0 I II 
III: [{ <a,p >, <b,q >, ... }] alternative 
III IV 
IV: [{ <a,p >, ... },{ <b,q >, ... }, ... ] par. & alt. 
So case I is a singleton-singleton set which plays an analogous role to the singleton set in the process 
representation of BT. Now to form a sequential composition with another process the only cases that 
present any difficulties are case II and IV. In the other cases the process can just be appended to the 
resumption of the configurations in the set. This motivates the (second) component IJl> in the 'V-
ConfX IJl> product, as the resumption after parallel branching. 
Now assuming that a suitable metric can be found so that the requirement of closure can be fulfilled 
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the only problem left is to deal with the communications between the distinct parallel branches. 
This is done following a suggestion by (GM) by defining an operator that allows for each branch a 
check on whether it has any communication intentions matching the intentions of other branches. 
After that a monadic operator can be introduced that establishes the communication potential after-
wards by a pairwise treatment of the branches. 
Note that the requirement that the set representing the parallel branching is a multi-set is (will be) 
trivially fulfilled due to the process-numbering that was introduced in the previous section. In this 
respect the to be proposed semantics is not completely orthogonal in its treatment of parallelism and 
non-determinism. That is, only parallel branches are assigned fresh process-numbers, alternative 
branches inherit the process-number from their parent. 
An alternative to the nesting of choice-branches within parallel branches is its reversal whereby a pro-
cess consists of a set of possibly parallel branched alternatives. 
This was considered in an earlier stage, and rejected as it forces to evaluate parallel composition as a 
distribution over each of the alternatives when encountered. It was believed that this would imply a 
commitment to 'local' communications, that is with partners belonging to the other component. This 
however doesn't seem necessitated after all. Nevertheless, the possibility ~o postpone the distribution 
and realisation of communication-potential seems lost. 
It should be remarked that the structure proposed is only tentative in the sense that its application to 
semantics, and its possible alternatives are not fully understood, yet. 
It was suggested by Peter van Emde Boas to investigate the algebraic properties of (finite) and/or-
structures before encapsulating it in a metric denotational framework as will be sketched shortly. In 
order to relate the AT-semantics to the BT-semantics given previously however the advice is ignored, 
leaving the development of an algebra of and/ or-structures as an interesting task for the future. 
4.2. AT-semantics 
DEFINITION: ( domain for AT-semantics ) 
Let A,oc be the set of action-labels, M the set of process-numbers, N the natural numbers standing for 
clock-values, Mc;;;.MUMXM and N c;;;.N UNXN all as in the previous section. 
The metric space of processes {IJll,dfsatisfying the equation 
IJll={p0 }UMXNX~~0>c(0>c(A,ocXMXNX~X(IJllU V ~PU VXIJll)))XIJll 
is constructed by: 
(0) Po={po}, do(p',p")=O forp',p"EIJllo 
(n + 1) Pn+I ={p0 } UMXNX~~0>c(0>c(A,oc XMXN X~X(Pn UV ~Pn U VXPn)))XIJlln 
with 
{
o if p'=p"=po 
dn+1(p',p") = 1 if p'=po & p"=l=po or p"=po & p'=l=po 
supmsup,supa dn+I (p'(m,t, <J),p"(m,t,<J)) 
where the distance between processes of the form (P,p) and (Q,q) with P and Q E V-
Conf=0>c(0>c(A,oc XMXN X~X(Pn UV ~Pn U VXIJlln))) is the distance given by 
dn+1((P,p),(Q,q)) = ~-max{dn+1(P,Q),dn(p,q)} 
and the distance between P and Q is (informally characterised) the double Hausdorff distance induced 
by 
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dn+1(<~,m,t,o,p>,<f,m',t',o',p'>) = { I if (~,m,t,o)=/=(f,m',t',o') lh·dn(p,p') otherwise 
with the distance between p and p' treated identically as in the previous section. 
This amounts to taking as the distance between P and Q 
dn+ I ([Xi, ... ,X,],[Y 1'···• Ym]) = max{ sup;infjdn +I (X;, lj),supjinfidn +I (X;, Y;)} , and 
dn + 1 ({ x 1'···,X/}, {y l>···•Ym}) = max{ sup;infjdn+ 1 (x;,yj),supjinfidn+ I (x;,yj)} . 
Now define (IJl>..,,d..,)=(UIJl>n, Udn) and take (IJl>,d) to be the completion of (IJl>..,,d..,). 
DEFINITION: ( operators on processes ) 
(1) sequential composition; p 0 ;p =p ;p0• For p,q=/=p0 
p ;q = Anito.(p(m,t,o);Ani't'o'.q(m,t',o')> 
([X],p0);q = ([X;q],po) 
([Xi, ... ,Xn],p);q = ([XI>···•XnJ,p ;q) if p=/=po 
x ;q = { x ;q : x EX } 
<~,m,t,o,p0 >;q = <~,m,t,o,Ani't'o'.q(m',t,o')> 
<~,m,t,o,p>;q = <~,m,t,p;q> 
O;q = "Av. (O(v);q) (v,p);q=(v,p ;q) 
(2) alternative composition: p 0 +p =p +po =p. For p,q=/=p0 
p +q = 'Nnto.(p(m,t,o) U q(m,t,o)) 
([X],po)+([Y],po) = ([XU Y],po) 
(3) parallel composition: p 0 lllp =p lllp 0 =p. For p,q=/=po 
plllq = Anito.(p(m,t,o)lllq(m,t,o)) 
(P,po) Ill (Q,po) = (P Ill Q,po) with 
[XI>····Xnllll[Yi, ... , Yml = [XJ.···· Yml 
(4) conditional composition: :::> :Bexp XIJl> XP-,-.IJl> is defined by# 
b::>p,q =Anita.if ~11 then ([{ <£,m,t + I,o,p 0 > }],p0);p else ([{£,m,t + I,o,p 0 > }],p0);q fi 
Also (b1 =>P1>···•hmPmPo)::>(b1'=>p1', ... ,bm'=>pm',po) 
h1 ::>pl>···•bn =>pmbl '::>p1', ... ,bm'=>pm',po 
is defined to be 
(5) restriction: \ C :IJl>-,-.IJl> where C is an arbitrary set of channel-names 
Po \C =Po 
(Anito.X)\ C = Anito.X\ C 
(P,p)\C = (P\C,p\C) 
Remarks: 
[XJ. ... ,Xn]\ C = [X1 \ C, ... ,Xn \ C] 
X\C = U { x\C: x=<g, · · · > & g:f=Sc orScforanycEC} 
<g,m,t,o,p > \ C = { <g,m,t,o,p \ C>} 
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The exclusion of more complex cases for alternative composition is allowed since Occam knows 
only of a guarded choice. A more general choice-construct would severely complicate the domain. 
The operator for parallel composition is formulated with a similar restriction as the operator for 
alternative composition. However there there is no such thing as guarded parallel composition in 
Occam. The restriction amounts to the assumption that an empy begin statement is prefixed to a 
(nested) PAR-construct. 
So for instance PAR(SEQ(PAR(S1>S2),S3),SEQ(PAR(S 1',S2'),S/)) should be read as 
PAR(SEQ(SKIP,PAR(S 1,S2),S3),SEQ(SKIP,PAR(S1',S2'),S/)). 
To illustrate this with an example for the uniform case: 
[((a llb);c)lld] = 
([{ <a,po> },{ <h,po> }],([{ <c,po> }],po)) Ill ([{ <d,po> }],po) 
which in general cannot be composed to be 
([{ <a,po> },{ <b,po> },{ <d,po> }],([{ <c,po> }],po)) 
since c is not a proper resumption of d, for instance the execution of d might require as much time as 
the construct (a II b );c in total. 
However (prefixing an atomic statement): 
[(e;(allb);c)lld] = 
([{ <e, ([{ <a,po> },{ <b,po> }],([{ <c,po> }],po))> }],po)lll([{ <d,po> }],po) 
gives, applying the restricted definition for parallel composition 
([{ <e, ( · · · )> },{ <d,po> }],po) 
which is what was wanted. 
In the sequel it will be assumed that a PAR-construct is preceded by a SKIP-statement. The seman-
tics of the SKIP is therefore changed. The previous SKIP should now be written as WAIT L 
DEFINITION: ( denotational semantics ) 
[x:=e](y) = Anito.([{ <a,m,t + l,o[x:=:_0 ],po> }],po) 
[c?x](y) = Arnio.([{ <Sc,m,t, o;A.v."hm't'o'.{ <yc,m,t' + l,o'[x: =v ],po>}> }],po) 
[c!e](y) =Arnio.([{ <Sc,m,t,o,(v,Nn't'o'.{ <yc,m,t'+ l,o',po> }>}],po) 
[WAIT e](y) = Arnio.([{ <E,m,t +:_0 ,po> }],po) 
[SKJP](y) = Anito.([{ <E,m,t,o,po> }],po) 
[SEQ(SI>···•Sn)](y) = [S1](y); ... ;[Sn](y) 
[PAR (S 1'···,Sn)](y) = Nnto.[S 1 ](y)(mAl,t, o) Ill ... Ill Nnlo.[Sn](y)(mAn,t, o) 
[b S](y) = b::J[S](y), 0 
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[ALT(gJ SI>···,gn Sn)] = a([gJ](y));[SJ](y) + ... + a([gn](y));[Sn](y) 
[IF(bJ Si, ... ,bn Sn)](y) = bJ ::>[SJ](y), ... ,bn::>[Sn](y),po 
[WHILE b S](y) = lim; ,po=po p;+J = b::>[S](y);p;,po 
[OP i=[eJ FOR e1](X)] = 
Nnto.[OP(X)(y)(m,t,o[i:=eJa]) op ... op Anito.[OP(X)(y)(m,t,o[i:=e 10 +e20 -1)) 
for OP E { SEQ,PAR,ALT,IF} and corresponding op E {;,II,+,::>} 
[p(cI>···•cn)](y) = y(p)(ci, ... ,cn) 
Remarks: 
Prioritised and placed statements are omitted. 
Note that the defined operators do not provide for any effective communication to take place. 
Communication intentions remain as they are. 
·Now before we are able to collect the communications some auxiliary operators are needed. 
Let for convenience .J_ =FAIL and ~ .L = ~ U { J_} 
The order on ~.L is defined by putting OJ L o2 iff OJ = J_ or OJ =o2. 
Let as in the previous section '5 = 0'(~ .L) and for T J , T 2 E '5 define 
TJL 5T2 iff J_ETJ & TJ \ {J_} <;;,T2 or TJ =T2 (the Egli-Milner order). 
Then ('3.L 5, { J_}) is a CPO. 
Define composition of elements in ~.L as the usual function-composition satisfying 0°J_ = J_oo= J_ 
and OJ 002¥=J_~oJ¥:=J_ & 02¥=.L (Cf. B) 
DEFINITION: (yield) 
Let by conventionp0(m,t,o)=dJPo for any m,t,o then the yield-operator + : I?~(~~ '5) is defined 
by 
Po+ = Ao.{o} 
p + = Ao.p(O,O,o)+ 
(P,p)+ = U+p(O,O,o)+ 
aeP 
[XJ, .. .,Xn]+ = {ooJ 0 ••• 0 oon : o;EX/ , ()a permutation over {l, ... ,n}} 
where x+ is given by LJ5.nx<n> and 
LEMMA: 
x<0> = {J_} x<n+l) = u { x<n+J): XEX} 
<~,m,t,o,p0 ><n+I) = {o} 
<~,m,t, o,p ><n +I) = p (m,t, o)<n) 
<Bc, ... ><n+J) = <Bc, ... ><n+J) ={FAIL} 
Define II :'52 ~'5by TJ II T 2 = {oJ 0 o2,o2°oJ : OJ ET1>02 ET2}. Then 
(a) lJnTJ(n) II lJnT2(n) = lJn(TJ(n) II T2<n>) 
(b) [XI>····Xn1+ = XJ +II ... llXn + 
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Proof: Omitted. 
Note that such a shuffle operator on ~..l is allowed only if variable disjointness of the components 
can be assumed. 
Next, similarly as in the previous section a timing operator time:l?~MXN x~~N is introduced. 
DEFINITION: ( time ) 
time(p) = lvnta.time(p(m,t,a)) 
time(P,p0 ) = time(P) 
time(P,p) = supa time(p(O,time(P),a)) . aEP+ 
time([XI>···•XnD = max { time(X;): lo;;;;i.;;;;n } 
time(X) = supn time(X(n)) with 
time(X(n)) = max { time(x(n)): XEX} if X=/:=0 and 00 if x=1=0 
· (<~ >(n)) _ · (<-;- (n)) _ time uc,... - time uc, ... > - oo 
time( <~,m,t,a,p ><0>) = t 
time(<~,m,t,a,p0 >(n+I)) =t 
time ( <~,m,t,a,p ><n + 1>) = time (p (m,t,a)<n>) 
This operator is simpler than the one defined in the previous section because of the absence of inter-
leaving. 
DEFINITION: ( extraction of waiting communication-intentions, at time t ) 
waiting1(p 0 ) = 0 
waiting1(p) = 'Am't'a'. waiting1(p (m',t',a')) 
waiting1(P,p) = waiting1(P) U U + waiting,(p(O,time(P\ C),a)) , ..L~(P \ C)+ 
aE(P\C) 
waiting1([X1>···•Xn]) = U ;waiting1(X;) 
waiting1(X) = U {waiting1(x): x~X} 
waiting,•( <~,m,t, a,p >) = { <8,m,t, a,p>} if t o;;;;t' , 0 otherwise 
This operator allows to extract communication-intentions from a given process. Note that if the first 
component in (P,p) is diverging no intensions are added. All intentions collected are fully specific 
with respect to their process-number and time-value. 
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DEFINITION: ( insertion of matching communication-intentions ) 
Let C be a time-ordered collection of communication-intentions, that is for C E COMM define 
<]1 : IJl> X COMM~ IJl> X COMM, withp<]1 0 = p by 
p <]1 C = Aln't'o':((p(m',t',a1)<]1C)0 ,(p(m',t',a')<]1c)1) 
(P,p) <Jr C = ((P<]1C)o,(p<Jr(P<]1C)1)0),(p<],(P<],C)1)1) 
[Xi. ... ,Xnl <Jr C = ([(X1<]1C)o, ... ,(Xn<]1C)o], n;(X;<],C)1) 
x <], c = (U {(x<]rC)o: xEX }, n {(x<],C)1 : XEX}) 
<~,m,t,a,p> <]1, C = ({ <~,m,t,a,p> },C) if t'<t 
<~,m,t,a,p> <],, C = (<~,m,t,a,(p<]1,C)o>,(p<]1,C)1) if ~=fa8c."8c 
<8c,m,t,a,0> <]1 C = ({ <Tc:v,(m,m'),(t,t'),a,(Nn"t"a''.O(v')(m,max(t,t'),a")<]1C')o> : 
-
-
-
-
<8c,m',t',a',(v',p')>EC & C' = C\ { <8c,m',t',(v',p')> } & 
-.3t"<t'.<Sc,m",t",a",(v",p")>EC }, n { ( · · · <]1C')1: · · · }) 
<Sc,m,t,a,(v,p)> <]1 C = ({ <'Tc:v,(m',m),(t',t),a,(Aln"t"a".p(m,max(t,t'),a")<]1C')o> : 
-
-
<8,m',t',a',0'> EC & C' = C \ { <8,m',t',0'> } & 
-.3t" <t'. <8,m",t",a",0"> EC }, n { ( ... <],C')1: ... n 
Remarks: 
Each synchronisation consists now of two parts, a <Tc•···> for the input-component and a 
<'Tc•···> for the output-component. 
The effect of the operator is that actual communications are inserted into the process whenever two 
matching intentions meet. 
Having defined an operator for extracting waiting communication-intentions from branches and also 
an operator to insert communications into a branch, all that is left is to define an operator that real-
isesthe potential for communication of a process step by step. Note that the insertion-operator just 
looks for matching intentions and effects a communication if such an intention is found, leaving the 
possibility of other communications to take place open. Obviously it would not work to apply a 
realisation-operator in 'one stroke', since communication-intentions following on another intention are 
shielded from the the extraction-operator until an effective communication has taken place. 
Rather than defining the approximation of realising the potential for communication by induction on 
the degree of a process the communication-realisation operator is defined by induction on the time a 
communication can take place. 
Remember that the time-domain is discrete and totally ordered. 
DEFINITION: (realisation of communication potential) 
~(po)= Po 
~(p) = Nri't'o'. ~(p(m',t',s')) 
~(P,p) = (~(P),Nri't'o'.(~(p(m',time(P \ C),o')) 
~[XI>···•Xnl = [x,<t), ... ,x/>]with 
X/1> = ((~X;) <J, U waiting,(X1·))0 , l.;;;;i.;;;;n j=/=i 
and 
~(X) = U { ~(x): xEX} 
~,(<g,m,t,o,p>) = { <g,m,t,o,p>} if t>t' 
= <g,m,t,o, ~(p)> if t.;;;;t' and g::f=8c.8c 
~,(<8,m,t,o,p>) = { <8,m,t,o,p>} for 8=8c.8c 
Now define ~l?~I? by<>= lim ~o~_1 o · · · o<:::ii 
l->00 
EXAMPLE: ( PAR(SEQ(c?x,x: =2,c?x),SEQ(c!l,c !3))) 
Let p = Nrito.([ { <8c,m,t, o,IJ>} ],po) 
IJ = Av.Nri't'o'.([{ <yc,m,t'+ l,o'[x: =v],p1 >}],po) 
P1 = Nri"t"o".([{<a,m,t' +2,o"[x: =2],p2 >}],po) 
p 2 = Nri"'t"'o"'.([ {,8c,m,t' + 2,o"',IJ'>} ],p0) 
IJ' = ;\v'.Nri""t""o"".([{ <yc,m,t"" + l,o""[x: =v'],po> }],po) 
and 
q = Nrito.([{ <8c,m,t,o,(I,q1)> }],po) 
q1 = Nri't'o'.([{ <ycom,t'+ l,o',q2> }],po) 
q1 = Nri"t"o".([ { <Bc,m,t' + l,o",q3 >}],po) 
q3 = Nri"'t"'o"'.([{ <'ic,m,t"' + l,o'",po >}],po) 
then 
[ · · · D(y)(O,O,o) = ([{ <8c,Ol,O,o,IJ> },{ <8c,02,0,o,(l,q)> }],po) = (P,po), say. 
Now applying the communication-realisation operator to (P,p 0 ) gives 
<:::ii(P,p0) = ([{<Tc: l,(01,02),(0,0),o,Am't'o'.([{ <yc,01, l,o'[x: = l],p 1 >}],po)>}, 
{ <'Tc:l,(01,02),(0,0),o,Am't'o'.([{ <'ic,01, l,o',q2> }],po)> }],po) 
<>i 0 <4i(P,po) = <4i(P,po) 
~o<'.>yo<::=ii(P,po) = 
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([{<Tc: 1,(01,02),(0,0),a,Ani't'a'.([ { <rc,01, l,a'[x: = 1], 
Ani"t"a".([{ <a,01,2,a"[x :=2],Ani"'t"'a"'.([{ <Tc:3,(01,02),(2, 1),a"', 
Ani""t"''o"".([ { <yc,01,3,a"''[x: = 3],po >}],po)>} ],po>} ],po>}, 
{ <Tc:l,(01,02),(0,0),a,Ani't'a'.([{ <y6c, 02, l,a', 
Ani"t"a".([{ <Tc:3,(0l,02),(2, l),a",po> }],po)> }],po)> }],po) 
The removal of communication-intentions participating in a communication appeared to be necessary 
to avoid 'impossible' communications. 
Now supposing communication is handled properly, in order to establish the meaning of a construct 
and compare the denotational and the operational semantics what remains to be defined is an opera-
tor for guard-selection and an operator that produces the possible execution sequences. 
It is considered straightforward to define the operators for guard-selection and branch-pruning as in 
the previous section. The definition of the path-extraction operator however is considered more intri-
cate. 
DEFINITION: (paths ) 
Let E0 ~ ArocXMXNX"2., IE = Eo* U Eo"' U E0*·{FAIL} and· the concatenation operator for 
sequences in IE and < > the empty sequence. 
Let Tc and Tc be special elements in £ 0 corresponding to <Tc:v, (m,m'),(t,t'),a> and 
<Tc:v, (m,m'),(t,t'),o'>. Tc and Tc are said to match if they are equal in v, (m,m') and (t,t'). 
Let T• be a special element corresponding with both Tc and Tc· 
For w 1T1w 1', w2T2w2' sequences in IE.,, that is IE extended with special elements for Tc and Tc, w 1 and 
w2 T-free, define the associative and commutative synchronised shujjle operator 
by 
11.,:IE XIE-')'B'(IE*) where IE* is IE extended with T• 
w II < > = <>II w = w and 
W1T1W1' II., W2T2W2' = (w1 llw2)·<T.:v,(m,m'),(t,t'),o>·(w1'll.,w2') 
if T; = <Tc:v, (m,m'),(t,t'),o> 
and 'Tj = <Tc:v, (m,m'),(t,t'),o'> ,(i,j)=(l,2) or (i,j)=(2, 1) 
= 0 otherwise 
where II is the ordinary shuffie on strings. 
Extend II., to 11.,:'B'(IE)X '8'(1E)-')'8'(1E) by: XII., Y = U { x 11.,y ,y 11.,x : x EX, y E Y } 
Next define the chaining-operator A: IE* X ( M X I'\! X "2.-')IE* )-')'B'(IE *) by 
w·<~,m,t,o>AAnita.w' = w·w' 
and similarly extend A such that rY = { x) : xEX, yEY }. 
Thenpaths:P-')MXNX"2.-')IE* is given by: 
paths(Anito.(P,p)) = Anito.paths(P))aths(p) 
paths([Xi, ... ,Xn]) = paths(Xi) II., · · · 11.,paths(Xn) 
paths(X) = U {paths(x): xEX} , X=/=0 
= {FAIL}, X= 0 
paths(<g,m,t,o,p0 >) = {<g,m,t,o>} 
paths(<g,m,t,o,p>) = <g,m,t,o>·paths(p(m,t,o)) p=l=po 
paths(<l3c, · · · >) = paths(<l3c, · · · >) = {FAIL} 
Remarks: 
Chaining of paths to parametrised paths is necessary to effect a proper concatenation. 
· Note that the definition for paths([Xi. ... ,Xn]) would not work if II,. were not commutative. 
Ex.AMPLE: 
paths( <>([PAR(SEQ(c?x,x: =2,c?x),SEQ(c !1,c !3))](y)))(O,O,o) 
= {<Tc: l,(Ol,02),(0,0),o> · <yc,01,o[x: = 1]> · <a,01,2,o[x: =2]> · 
<Tc:3,(0l,02),(2, 1),o[x: =2]> · <yc,01,3,o[x: =3]>} II,. 
{<'Tc: 1,(01,02),{0,0),o> ·<yc,02, l,o> · <'Tc:3,(0l,02),(2, l),o> · <yc,02,3,o> } 
<-r.: l,(01,02),{0,0),o> ·({ <yc,01, l,o[x: = l]> · <a,01,2,o[x: =2]>} II { <'Yc,02, l,o> })· 
<T• :3,(01,02),(2, l),o[x: =3]> ·{{ <yc,01,3,o[x: =3]>} II { <:Yc,02,3,o> }) 
where T• is the special synchronisation symbol for channel c 
CoNJECTURE: paths([Shr(Y)\ C) = paths(<>([S]Ar(Y))) 
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Summarizing, it is conjectured that the BT-semantics is equivalent to the AT-semantics. Unfor-
tunately, although intuitively appealing, mathematically AT-semantics appear hard to define. 
RELATIONSHIP AT-:----BT 
A more direct relationship between AT and BT semantics can indicated by defining an interleaving 
operator that merges the in AT juxtaposed component-processes of a parallel composition to their 
arbitrary interleavings, either before or after applying the communication-realisation operator. 
DEFINITION: ( interleaving operator, for finitary processes ) 
Let II be a parallel composition operator to be defined below, then 
interleave (p) = >..mt a.interleave (p ( m, t, o)) 
interleave(P,p) = interleave(P);inter/eave(p) 
inter/eave([X1, ••• ,XnD = [interleave(X1)11 • • • llinterleave(Xn)J 
interleave(X) = U { interleave(x): xEX} 
interleave(<g,m,t,o,p>) = { <g,m,t,o,inter/eave(p)>} 
interleave(O) = A.v.interleave(O(v)) 
interleave(v,p) = (v,interleave(p )) 
and 
. x II y = XIL y u YILX u x I y with 
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· X[LY = {xlLY: xEX} 
<~,m,t,o,p>lLY = <~,m,t,o,pll Y> where 
pllY = Nnto.(p(m,t,o)llY) OllY = ;\v.(O(v)llY) (v,p)llY = (v,pllY) and 
([X],po)ll Y =([XII Y],po) 
which is the only form encountered due to the previously applied interleaving operator, and 
. x I y = u { x IY ' y Ix : x EX,y E Y} with 
{<Tc :v, (m,m'),(t,t'),o,;\m"t"o".(O(v )(m, max(t,t'),o") lip (m',max(t,t'),o")>} 
Now defining the mapping Nnto.([X],p 0 )i-+Nnto.X it should be easy to establish the isomorphism 
([Shr('Y) \ C) ~ interleave([S]Ar('Y)) \C. 
However a more interesting conjecture can be stated involving the communication-realisation opera-
tor: 
interleave([S]Ar(Y)) \ C ~ interleave( <::{S]Ar(Y)) 
further treatment of which is postponed until the properties of the <>operator are better under-
stood. 
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5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SEMANTICS: (LT,BT) 
In the previous parts the equivalences between the semantics has only been conjectured. The aim of 
this part is to prov.ide a more thourough proof of the equivalence of the operational and denotational 
semantics, thereby at the same time providimg more insight into the respective semantics. The focus 
will be mainly on the LT-operational semantics and the denotational BT-semantics. The relationship 
of these to AT-semantics will be elucidated in the next chapter where also a comparison with net-
theoretic and partial order semantics is made. Because of the difference in domains a mediating 
abstraction-operator has to be introduced to relate the two semantics. 
The proposition to be proved, taking [ · hr for <91 ( ·) is 
PROPOSITION: [Shr=/J([Shr(r)) for arbitrary sandy, s closed. 
Take P="ApEP.paths0prune(p \ C). 
First the communication intentions are restricted away, then the branches are pruned of which the 
guards do not become ready in time, after which from the restricted and pruned process the set of 
possible execution sequences is formed. 
·To prove the equivalence the operational semantics is changed with respect to guarded commands and 
both operational and denotational semantics are changed with respect to communication. 
(i)guarded commands 
Replace the rules T3 and E3 by resp. T3' and E3' 
(T3') <(ALT((g1 S l>m ), ... ,(gn Sn,m )),t),u> -( O,m,t)~ <ALT((g1 S J,m,t), ... ,(gn Smm,t)),u> 
(E3') <ALT( ... ,(E S,m,t), ... ),u> -(•,m,t)~ <(S,m,t),u> 
(ii)communication 
Redefine the denotational semantics for input and output to 
[c?x](y) = .Nntu.{ <oc,m,t,u[x:=v],(c?xv,p0 )>: vEV} 
[c !e](y) = .Nntu.{ <°8c,m,t,u,(c !:_0 ,po)> } 
and change the communication operator to 
<oc,m,t,u,(c?xv,p)> I <oc,m',t',u',(c!v,q)> = { <Tc:v, (m,m'),max(t,t')+ 1,uUu',p0 >;(p liq)} 
with of course adapting the domain and the operators to this modification. 
For the operational semantics change the axioms in A2 into the collection of axioms A2': 
(A2') <(c?x,m,t),u>-(oc,m,t)~<(E,m,t),u[x: =v]:{c?xv }> v E V 
<(c !e,m,t),u> -(oc,m,t)~ <(E,m,t),u:{ c !:_0 }> 
This change in the communication axioms imply that after encountering a deadlocking configuration 
the computation can proceed in an arbitrary direction, provided that the extra component after u is 
treated as invisible for any ordinary uses of CJ. 
The function of these transitions can informally be described as creating a hole in a computation that 
can later be filled. In the denotational semantics a record of the actual instruction is kept containing 
as much as an hypothesis concerning the value transmitted over the channel. 
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With the semantics adapted so that communications and the auxiliary guard-enclosure match it seems 
that due to the extra time, process-number and action information and the creation of holes in previ-
ously deadlocking computations the equivalence proof can be done directly by induction on the struc-
ture of the statements. No auxiliary domain as in (BKMOZ) is needed. 
Say for S given weLT(S,a) if we[ShT(o) (the extended operational semantics) and weBT(S,o) if 
w e,B'([S]nT(Y)(O,O,o)) for some abstraction operator ,8'. Then it is to be proven that for all Sand a 
(i) LT(S,a)<;;;,BT(S,a) 
(ii) BT(S, a) <;;;,LT(S, a) 
The proofs proceed by induction on the structure of S. Note that for all Sand a both sequences in 
LT and BT start with <fQ,0,0,o>. For atomic instructions, except communication instructions the 
mutual inclusion is immediate. The difficult parts in both proofs are those that involve sequential and 
parallel composition. Alternative composition and conditional composition are relatively easy. 
Repetitive composition is in its more general recursive form extensively treated in (BMOZ2). Replica-
tive composition immediately follows from the first four types of composition. 
A crucial role is played by the domain of event-sequences 
IE = E 0* U E 0"' U E 0* ·{FAIL} 
Before giving (an outline of) the proof some auxiliary operators are defined on (sets of) sequences 
WEIE. 
DEFINITION: (process-number substitution ) 
{
m"m2 if m=m1m2 & m 1 =m' 
Letm[m"/m'] = . m otherwise 
and (m i,m2)[m" / m'] = (m 1 [m" / m'],m2[m" / m']). 
For e=<~,m,t,a> define e[m" /m']=df<~,m[m" /m'],t,a> 
and let w[m" / m'] be the obvious extension or the substitution to sequences. 
DEFINITION: ( time-substitution) 
{<~,m,t + n, a> Let <~,m,t,a> + [n]m' = <1:. - t > _ c;;,m, ,a 
where (mi.m2)~m if m1 ~m or m2~m. 
if m~m' 
otherwise 
Similarly let w + [ n 1m be the extension to sequences. 
DEFINITION: (process-number, time-abstraction ) 
For possibly infinite sequences w=fow' with fo = <fQ,0,0,a> define fl>(w) = Anit.w'[m /O]+[t]m . 
An abstracted sequence, notation w = Anit. w is thus 'parametrised' with respect to process-numbering 
and timing. -
The first empty event is cut off. 
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DEFINITION: (yield ) 
Define the yield w+ of a sequence w to be the state of the last event such that for w=w'·FAIL finitly 
blocking w + =FAIL and for w infinite w + = J_. Also let ('Amt. w) + =Amt. w +. More generally the 
retrieval functions m,t,s can be defined delivering respectively the process-number (of the first event) 
of the sequence and the time and state of the last event. Whenever the state is J_ or FAIL the time-
value will be oo. 
All operators can be defined for sets in a distributive fashion such that op(X)={op(x):xEX}. 
Next some binary operators are defined in order to model the composition due to the constructs in 
Occam. 
Let £ denote the empty sequence. 
(*)sequential composition: w;£=£;w=w 
For w infinite or finitly blocking w ;w'=w, for w finite succesful 
w ;w'=w·«P(w')(m(w),t(w)) 
that is w' is concatenated to w with process-numbering and timing properly modified. In applying the 
operator care should be taken that the state of the last event of w agrees with the state of the first 
event of w'. 
(*) parallel composition: w II£=£ II w = { w} 
For w or w' infinite wllw'=limn(w<n>llw1<n>) where w<n> is the truncation of the sequence w at length 
n. 
For w and w' finite 
· w llw' = wllw' U w'ILw U w I w', with 
FAILILw = {FAIL}, ellw = {e·w} for e=f=FAIL and ewllw' = e·(w llw') 
·For e=<8c,m,t,o:{c?xv}> and e'=<8c,m',t',o':{c!v}> 
ewle'w' = e'w'lew = <Tc:v,(m,m'),t",oUo'>·(w+[t"-t]mllw'+[t"-t']m') 
where t"=max(t,t')+ 1. 
Note that the parallel composition of two sequences results in a set of sequences. 
The operator is extended to include sequences X and Y such that XII Y = U { w II w' : w EX, w' E Y } 
One more operator, to allow the treatment of guarded commands, is needed. 
DEFINITION: (guard-enclosure) 
Define the operator /1 on finite sequences w=eoe 1 ···en 
with e0 = <£Q,0,0,o> and en= <~,m,t, o'> by 
/1(eoe1 ···en)= eo·<O,O,O,o>·e1 · · · en·<•,O,t,o'> 
With these definitions the following lemma stating the compositionality of the (modified) operational 
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semantics can be proved. 
LEMMA: ( compositionality of operational semantics ) 
Let o;+ 1 =([S;]Lr(o;))+ for l~i<n and o0 =o then 
(i) [SEQ(SI>···•Sn)hr(o) = [S1]Lrloo); ... ;[Snhr(on-d 
(ii) [PAR(S1>···,Sn)hr(o) = [S1]Lr(o)[Ol /0]11 ... ll[Snhr(o)[On /O] 
Moreover defining for a set of sequences X 
prune(X) = { wEX: -,3w'EXt(w't•)<t(wt•) & w' hole-free} 
where wt• is the truncation of w after the first event with a •-action then also with o;=([g;hr(o))+ 
(iii) [ALT(g1 S 1, ... ,gn Sn)hr(o) = 
prune(A([g1hr(o));[S1hr(oi) U ... U A([gnhr(o));[Snhr(on)) 
The proof of this lemma hinges on two auxiliary lemma's, one concerning the stepwise construction of 
. an event-sequence from a computation and another establishing the non-determinism of communica-
tion. 
LEMMA: ( stepwise construction of an event-sequence ) 
T f---<S, o> --(g,m,t)~ <S',o'> 
T ll-<£o,0,0,o> · <g,m', l,o'> ;[S']Lr(o') 
for g E { a,t:} and some m and m' 
LEMMA: (communication non-determinism) 
T f---<S, o> --('Tc:v, (m,m'),t)~ <S',o'> 
[Shr(o) 
Tf---<S, o>--(8c,m,t')~ <S",o[x: =v ]:{ c?xv} & 
Tf---<S, o>--(8c,m',t")~ <S"',o:{ c !v }> 
for some (c?x,S"),(c !e,S"') E <jirst,rest >(S) with ea =v and t =max(t',t")+ 1. The first lemma 
states that sequences are built up (mainly) of atomic actions. Unfortunately the lemma does not pro-
vide any clue about the relation between the process-numbers. It suffices however to remark that 
process-numbers are only changed in parallel composition. 
The second lemma states that whenever a communication is allowed in a computation the com-
ponents might also proceed independently provided that suitable holes are created. On the other 
hand whenever the creation of two complementary holes is possible a communication might occur as 
well. Basically in merging two sequences what can be considered an omission during the computa-
tion, the communication, is being repaired. 
Proof of the compositionality-lemma: 
For each part assuming a sequence win either the LHS or the RHS a distinction between three cases 
has to be made 
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(a) w is finite successful 
(b) w is finitly blocked 
(c) w is infinite 
(i) Assume w is in the LHS. 
(a) Since w is finite succesfull w is nowhere blocked. Suppose w contains a hole then, since the 
hole is due to a component in which an input or output occurs some sequence for that single 
component also must contain a hole. So it suffices to observe that by the definition of 
sequential composition the process-numbers and times are correctly substituted in the 
successor-components. 
(b) w is finitly blocked. Then there is a blocking alternative construct in some component and the 
alternative construct will be blocking in that component when taken on its own. 
(c) w is infinite due to an infinite subsequence of w resulting from some component, then that 
component will also result independently in an infinite computation. 
The reverse inclusion follows from a similar line of reasoning. 
(ii) Follows immediately from the lemma concerning the non-determinism of communication. 
The proof of (iii) is omitted. 
With the main part of the work for the operational semantics done it remains to show that, roughly, 
BT-semantics behaves. homomorphically over the operators on sequences. 
However to effect this, instead of the operator paths that projects processes to sets of possibly failing 
sequences, a different projection operator is to be defined. 
DEFINITION: (projection of processes to sequences ) 
The operator '17:1?-'.>MXN X~-'>IE is defined by 
'1T(p 0 ) = { t: } , with t: the empty sequence 
'1T(>vnt o. X) = 'Nnt o. '1T( X) 
'1T(X) = U { 'IT(x): xEX} if X=/=0 and {FAIL} otherwise 
Let by convention be p 0 (m,t,s) =df Po then 
'11'( <g,m,t, a,p >) = <g,m,t, a> ·'1T(p (m,t, a)) for g=f=Sc or Sc 
'11'( <8c,m,t, a,(c?xv,p)>) = <8c,m,t, a:{ c?xv }> ·'1T(p(m,t,o)) 
'11'( <8c,m,t, o,(c !v,p )>) = <8c,m,t, a: { c !v} > ·'1T(p (m,t, a)) 
In order to establish the equivalence also the yield operator has to be adapted. 
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DEFINITION: (yield* ) 
The mapping + : I?\ {p0 } ~ (~ ~ '5) is given by 
p + = Ao.p(O,O,o)+ 
x+ = LJ x<n) T,n 
where LJ 5 is the lub in (5,C 5, { l..}) and x<n> is defined by 
X(O) = {l..} 
X(n+I) = U { x<n+I) : xEX} 
<~,m,t, o,po >(n +I) = { o} for ~=1=8c or Be 
<~,m,t,o,p><n+I) = p(m,t,o)(n) 
<8,m,t,o,(c,p0 )> = {o} for 8=8c or 8c and c the communication-intention 
<8,m,t,o,(c,p)> = p(m,t,o)<n) 
If m is of the form (m',m") m can be arbitrarily chosen to be m' or m". 
Obviously yield* (p) = dfP + . 
LEMMA: ( relation state retrieval functions on sequences and processes ) 
s ('lT([Shr(Y)(O,O,o))) = yield* ([Shr(Y)(O,O,o)) 
where s(·) is the previously defined state-retrieval function on sequences. Now it can be proved that 
LEMMA: ( compositionality of BT over IE ) 
(i) '7T([S]Br(y);[S'hr(Y)) = Amto. 'lT([Shr(Y)(m,t, o));X with 
X = U { '7T([S'hr(Y)(O,O,o')) : o' Eyield* ([Shr(Y)(m,t, o)) } 
(ii) 'lT([S]Br(Y) II [S'hr(Y) = Amto.(?T([Shr(Y)(m,t, o)) 11 ?T([S'hr(Y)(m,t, o))) 
Proof: Straightforward. 
CORROLARY: 
Let oi + 1 =yield" ([SJBr(Y)(O,O,o)) with oo =o 
(i) 'lT([SEQ(S 1'···,Sn)hr(Y)(O,O,o)) = 'lT([S 1 hr(Y)(O,O,oo)); ... ;'lT([Snhr(Y)(O,O,on -1 )) 
(ii) '1T([PAR (S 1'···•Sn)hr(Y)(O,O,o)) = ?T([S 1 ](y)(Ol,O,o)) II ••• 11 ?T([Sn](y)(On, O,o)) 
Let Xi='lT([SJBr(Y)(0,0,oi) with oi=yield*([gJBr(0,0,o)) then 
(iii) 'lT([ALT(g1 S 1>···•gn Sn)]Br(Y)(),),o)) = 
L\(?T([g1]Br(Y)(O,O,o));X1 U ... U L\(?T([gnhr(Y)(O,O,o));Xn 
For a proof of (iii) note that taking care of the respective domains 
L\('7T([S]Br(Y))) = ?T(L\([Shr )(y)) 
A more general statement of the corollary is ommitted since this would involve a more troublesome 
timing-operator for processes. 
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THEOREM: [S]LT(o) = '1T([S]Br(Y))(0,0,o) 
The theorem is easily proved with the help of the previous lemma's. However the proof is not com-
pleted since in the modified form both the operational and the the denotational semantics allow to 
much. 
What actually has to be proved is 
THEOREM: '91(S)(o) = paths(prune([Shr(Y)\ C))(O,O,o) 
Only a sketch of the proof is provided here. 
Observe that by the definition of (91 and the priority-rules for communication paths with holes are 
delivered only if the computation stumbles on a deadlocking configuration. Similarly a deadlocking 
configuration is detected in the denotational semantics when after restriction there are no alternatives. 
To equate the semantics it suffices to end a deadlocking computation as failing. 
A detailed analysis of the selection-function for matching communication intentions, the priority of 
application of the rules and the guard-timing operator is necessary to establish the correctness of the 
pruning operator with respect to the operational semantics of the alternative construct . 
. Concluding, it can be stated that the extensions that allow a proof of the equivalence of the semantics 
do not incur a change of meaning to the statements of the language. 
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6. A COMPARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHES 
In the previous section an outline of the proof of operational linear time semantics and denotational 
branching time semantics is given by proving a slightly modified operational semantics to be composi-
tional with respect to operators over event-sequences. 
It is felt that the relation of these semantics to AT-semantics and the motivation behind the introduc-
tion of process-numbering and timing is clarified by relating the respective semantics to other 
approaches: 
(i) partial order semantics (Re,Bes) 
(ii) event-structure semantics (Wi,NPW) 
(iii) real time semantics (KSRGA,Zij) 
Both in (i) and (ii) one of the main issues is real-time justice or weak fairness which informally can be 
characterised as the absence of infinite delay for ready communication intentions. Roughly this 
requirement amounts to a 0(1) reponse time for communication instructions, that is a reponse time 
that is independent of the number of distinct processes concurrently active. 
It could be argued that this aspect is an issue of implementation and not of semantics. However the 
language Occam provides for instructions to explicitly allocate processes to processors to influence the 
response time (Cf. Jo). 
Also, in the approach of (i) an assumption of maximality is made whereby each component in a 
parallel process is allocated to a distinct processor. 
The introduction of process-numbering and timing can be motivated as follows: 
- It allows a natural translation of event-sequences into partial order computations in the sense of (i). 
- Process-numbering appeared to be a necessity in giving a metric denotational semantics that can be 
directly related to the event-structure semantics of (ii). 
- It forms an alternative to the modeling of time by sequences of bags of communication records as 
is done by (KSRGA). Moreover no commitment to (multiples of) unit time is made in this 
approach. 
It will not be claimed that the resulting semantics are very transparant or easy to use. However it is 
shown that partial order and real time semantics are not as unrelated to semantics in the tradition of 
(BZ 1) as was previously thought. 
The semantics given might even be extended to include other aspects of the mentioned approaches. 
• The interleaving operator introduced to relate AT-semantics to BT-semantics might be selectively 
used to model partial maximality in order to reflect the use of a placed parallel construct. A 
modification of the time-value exchange is however necessary then such that the time of a branch 
consisting of merged components is the sum of the times of the components minus the wait-times 
for communication, after restriction. 
• The real time communication model of (KSRGA) in which communication possibilities can be 
excluded if the wait-time for one of the components exceeds a certain bound can be simulated in 
the semantics given by eliminating communications of which the difference in local times exceeds 
this bound. 
In what follows the relation of the semantics to partial order semantics will be specified by giving a 
mapping of event sequences to partial order computations thereby providing the inverse of an inter-
leaving mapping as presented by (Re). After that the relation to the more general event structure 
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semantics of (Wil) will be indicated. 
Some suggestions for further research conclude this section. 
6.1. Partial order semantics 
In the previous section LT and BT semantics were interrelated on a domain of event sequences. 
The process-domain for po-semantics ( and event structure semantics) will simply consist of a set of 
events, a partial order (that is a dependency relation) between events, and later when an extension to 
general event structures is made a conflict relation, indicating the possibility of choice between mutu-
ally incompatible (sequences of) events. 
DEFINITION: (simple conflict-free event-structures) ) 
Let E0 =ArocXMXNX~ be the set of possible events as specified in the previous chapter. Then for 
E c;;;;,E0 the structure E=(E, ,,;;;;;;) is given as the closure of 
<~,m,t,a> ,,;;;;;; <~',m',t',a'> iff m.;;;;m' & t.;;;;t' 
<~,m,t,a> ,,;;;;;; <-rc:v, (m',m"),t',a'> iff (m.;;;;m' or m.;;;;m") & t.;;;;t' 
<-rc:v, (m'~m"),t,a> ,,;;;;;; <~,m,t',a'> iff (m'.;;;;m or m".;;;;;m) & t.;;;;t' 
<-rc:v, (mi.m2),t,a> ,,;;;;;; <-rc':v',(m1',m2'),t',a'> iff t.;;;;t' & (m1 <m1' or m 1 .;;;;m2' or 
m2.;;;;m 1' or m2.;;;;m2') 
Simple event structures suffice only when no conflict among (sequences of) events occur, as is for 
instance the case in sequences gotten by mapping computations to event sequences for the operational 
semantics and extracting the event sequences by means of the paths-operator for the denotational 
semantics. 
Let for certain S and a 
!_LT(S,a) 
!_nT(S,a) 
{ (Ew, ,,;;;;;;)) : e occurs in w E[Shr(o) ~ e EEw } 
{ (Ew,.;;;;)): e occurs in wEpaths([Shr(Y)\ C)(O,O,a) ~ eEEw } 
!_nT(S,a) { (Ew, ,,;;;;;;)) : e occurs in w Epaths ( <:>ft:Shr(r))(O,O,o) ~ e EEw } 
Then if the conjectures about the equivalence (under path-abstraction) of the semantics are right it 
immediately follows that !_Lr=!_nr=!_AT· 
LEMMA: Simple event-structures form an equivalence relation on event-sequences. 
Proof: Define w~w' if (Ew,.;;;;)=(Ew'•.;;;;). 
That is, two event-sequences are equivalent if they contain the same events. To see that this is the 
case it suffices to show that if Ew = Ew' then w can be transformed to a w" and w' to a w"' such that 
w"=w"'. 
An auxiliary lemma is needed. Essentially the idea, taken from (Be), is to call two sequences 
equivalent if they differ only in the order of neighbouring concurrent action-occurrences. 
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LEMMA: ( interchangeability ) 
Define w~0w' if for w=w1ee'w2 and w'=w 1'e'ew2', w1 =w1', W2 =w2' and e<j:: e' and e'<j:: e'. 
This relation states that w and w' differ only in the order of two adjacent unrelated events. That this 
relation is well-defined follows from assuming the condition that indeed w~w'. 
Omitting W1> w 1', w2 and w 2' four cases arise, corresponding to the cases in the definition of,,.;;;. 
(i) e=<~,m,t,a>, e'=<f,m',t',a'> 
From the definition of ,,.;;; and interchangeability it follows that (m <j:: m' or t <j:: t') and (m' <j:: m or 
t' <j:: t) 
(a)If m has no relation tom' then the computation of e is independent of the computation of e', that 
is in the derivation the component from which e' results might have been chosen before the com-
ponent from which e results. Hence ee'~e'e. 
(b)If t>t' then it must be the case that m is unrelated tom' and (a) applies. 
The other cases are similar. For finite event-sequences the equivalence relation is defined as the tran-
sitive closure of the interchangeability relation: ~=at~~- For w, w' infinite w~w' iff w[n]~w'[n] 
for almost every n >0 where w [n] is the truncation of a sequence w to a sequence of length n . 
. DEFINITION: ( linearisation ) 
Given a simple event-structure E = (E, ,,.;;;) in the domain of event-structures IE let e:IE~IE be the 
mapping that assigns a total order to E respecting the order of (E, ,,.;;;). -
Let t9:1E~IE:w1-i{Ew, ,,.;;;) be the mapping that forms a simple event-structure of a given sequence w. 
Then it is easy to see that 
f9oe((E, ,,.;;;)) = (E, ~), and 
eot9(w) =I= w 
however by the definition of equivalence 
eot9(w) ~ w 
6.3. General event structures 
The use of simple event-structures necessitates to model the non-deterministism that is either expli-
citly introduced by an alternative construct or implicitly by a choice of communication by forming 
sets of simple event structures. 
This is not the most elegant way. 
Conceptually it seems preferable to extend the simple event-structures with a conflict relation indicat-
ing the possibility of choice as in (Wil). Instead of repeating the definitions given in (Wil) it will be 
informally described what the approach amounts to. One definition however seems necessary. 
DEFINITION: (prime algebraic partial order ) 
Let (D, C ) be a partial order. An element p ED is a complete prime iff for all X c;;,D when the lub 
LJ X exists and PL LJ X then pC x for some x EX. 
Say D is prime algebraic iff 'r/x ED.x = LJ { pC x : p is a complete prime } 
A general event-structure is a pair (E,F) where E is a set of events and Fc;;,q}'(E) is a family of 
configurations that satisfy certain criteria. Intuitively each configuration in F records the history of 
past events on which it is dependent. The criteria ensure that when an event is in some configuration 
its occurrence has depended on a unique set of events. The dependence will be a partial order since it 
is required that for two distinct events there exists a configuration in F that contains one but not the 
other event. 
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For xEF a dependency-relation .;;;;x on x can be given by 
e.;;;;xe' ~ VyEF.y cx~(e'Ey~eEy) 
that states that e' is dependent on e if the occurrence of e' in a configuration implies the occurrence 
of e in that configuration. 
For eEX define [elx = { e'Ex: e'.;;;;xe }, then it follows that [elx = n { zEF: eEz{;;;x }. In 
other words the elements [e lx form the complete primes in (F, C) in the sense of the definition given 
before. An event-structure (E,F) is said to be prime iff every event e is contained in some 
configuration in F and whenever an event e is contained in two configurations x and y then their his-
tories with respect to these configurations are equal, that is [elx=[e]y 
For (E,F) a prime event structure, the relation .;;;;; (the dependency relation) and # (the conflict rela-
tion) on E can be defined by: 
e'.;;;;e if! VxEF.eEx ~ e'Ex 
e'#e if! \;/xEF.eEx ~ e'ff.x 
Then .;;;;; is a partial order such that [e] =dr{e'EE:e'.;;;;e} is finite for all eEE and # is a binary 
irreflexive symmetric relation such that e#e'.;;;;e"~e#e" for all e,e',e"EE. 
The configurations Fare precisely the left closed consistent (conflict free) subsets of E w.r.t . .;;;;; and 
#,i.e. xEFiff x{;;;E & Ve,e'.e'.;;;;eEx~e'Ex & Ve,e'Ex.-.(e#e'). 
Obviously the configurations are uniquely determined by the sequence of actions leading to them. 
From the definitions it follows that prime event-structures (E,F) are in 1-1 correspondence with 
extended event-structures (E, .;;;;;, # ). 
Rather than further elaborating on the definitions an example (fig 6.1) is given to suggest the possibil-
ity of relating event structure semantics directly to AT-semantics. The example will be followed by 
some suggestions for further research. 
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Example: x:=l;(x:=2 + c?x);x:=x+111cJ4s);x:=x+3 
a1 «2 8c 0!'.3 BC ~ 
(a) AT-diagram 
(c) extended event-structure 
Fig. 6.1. Example. 
6.3. Suggestions for further research 
(b) simple event-occurrence graphs 
.0 
------ -~ ·{i>c} 
{a1>a2} · · {a1,(6c} I I/ - _ 
{a1>a2,a3} i i {a1.8c,~c•Tc,Yc,:c} 
{a1>a2,a3,a4} · i {a1.8c,~c•Tc,Yc•:c•a3} 
· { CXJ.8c,i>c,Tn Ye• Yc,a3,a4} 
(d) prime event-structure 
Supposing that an event structure semantics E for Occam can be given in a direct way, which is not 
as trivial as it seems since Occam requires a non-uniform approach that is not explored neither in 
(Wil) nor (GM), then the following layout for future research, suggested by the diagram below can be 
given. 
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LT BT AT 
~/ 
E 
•The relation BT-AT is treated by means of an interleaving operator to be applied to processes in 
AT with the conjecture that 
interleave([S]Ar(Y)) \ C = interleave( <>l[S]Arh)) 
©AT 
• A mapping from AT to E is to be defined, say AT---» E, such that 
&(paths( <>([S]Ar(Y)))) = &Ar( <>([S]Ar(Y))) 
where & is the embedding of sequences in structures as described before. 
Variations on this scheme are imaginable. However before undertaking any action in the direction 
sketched it seems preferable to work out the indicated relations for the uniform case first. With this 
remark the treatment of semantics for Occam is concluded. 
Acknowledgments: I thank Jaco de Bakker, Joost Kok, Jan Rutten, Frank de Boer, John Jules Meyer, 
Erik de Vink and Peter Van Emde Boas for their continuous intellectual and moral support. 
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